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•Presidential candidate

Tsongas meets supporters, party fait

hful in Bangor

V

Former senator Paul Tsongas of Mass
achusetts talks to a crowd of supp
orters Thursday night in Bangor.
(Baer photo.)

By Michael Reagan
Staff Writer
-The party leaders will follow the peop
le
when the people decide to change," Demo
cratic frontrunner Paul Tsongas told an
overflow crowd last night at Mama Balda
cci's
Restaurant in Bangor.
Tsongas, a former U.S. senator from

•GSS

Massachusetts and winner ofthe New Hamp
Tsongas also added he was third in ReWhen questioned by a metpber of the
shire Democratic primary,spoke tb the crow
d publican write-in votes in New Hamp
shire. audience about his support of
filled with local Democratic politician
nuclear pows and
"The Democrats aren't used to that," he
er.Tsongas said the choice between nucle
party members about his positions befor
ar
e said, "a candidate like that might
win the energy,fossil fuels and coal
Maine's caucus this Sunday.
is a situation of
White House."
"pick your poison."
He said he has been criticized by many
He repeatedly emphasized the imporHe said his plan to deal with the United
people from both parties but pointed to
his tance of the Maine caucus to his
campaign, States' energy needs is to
success in New Hampshire as proo
maximize conserf his saying it would be like "a seco
nd booster vation, use more renewabl
message has won the support of voters.
e energy and enrocket" after New Hampshire.
Sec TSONGAS on page 14

•UMaine-Orono relations

Littlefield/Dostie Ordinances discussed in
Orono
inaugurated
By Melissa Adams

Staff Writer

By Kim Dineen

it will make me look had, but I
Although the controversial
don't care," Nadeau said before Oron
o party ordinance has been
the meeting began."Somebody has aban
done
d, three ordinances reStudent Government election to stand
up for fairness and hones- main that, if
passed, could greatly
results were declared official ty
and try to force student leaders affect
off-campus student life.
Wednesday night in a special ses- to
do the same."
These ordinances,proposed by
sion of the General Student SenDid Littlefield use his title as the Oron
o Town Council and slatate. Brent Littlefield and Diane Stud
ent Government vice presi- ed for
publi
c discussion at its
Dostie were confirmed and inau- dent
to obtain this phone list and/or March 23
meeting, were the main
gurated as this year's Student did
he use his office within Student topics of
yesterday's Community
Government president and vice Gove
rnment to conduct any cam- Relations
Advisory Committee
president.
paigning - these were the ethical meet
ing.
The ethics of Littlefield and issue
s in question.
The first is the "Noise Control
Dostie's campaigning practices,
FEPC members investigated Ordi
nance." According to Town
namely their use ofa campus phone the
complaint Wednesday and an- Mana
ger Nancy Orr,the ordinance
list to leave messages on 2,000 noun
ced their conclusions before would
allow Orono police officers
campus residents' Meridian Mail GSS.
FEPC confirmed the Little- to fine
Dean Dwight Rideout and Steven Urqu
people who continue to
hart, president of IFC speak
answering machines, were ques- field
/Dostie ticket and this con- make
at the Community Relations Advisory
"lou
Committee.(Kiesow photo.)
d, unnecessary or un
tioned. A complaint was filed with clusi
on, in effect, validated the usual nois
e"that"annoys,disturbs residence and
the Fair Election Practices Com- election.
the noise is deter- fine could be as
much as $100.
or
injur
es
a
reasonable person."
mission Monday night by Harry
mine
d
to
fit
the
standards of the Orr said.
According to a statement rePossible offenses include radi- ordinanc
Nadeau, former ROC vice presi- lease
e(noise level,origin,time
d concerning FEPC's results, os,stere
While the committee agreed on
os and musical instruments ofday,etc.)
dent,concerning this campaigning "Our miss
, a verbal warning will the importance
ion to ensure a fair, hon- as well as
of noise control,
shout
ing, whistling or be issued. The seco
strategy.
nd time police several student leaders
and Unianim
al
noise
s.
"Ifthis complaint is thrown out,
are called, a fine will be issued.
See SENATE on page 14
The first time police arrive at a Alth
ough not determined yet, the
See ORONO on page 15
Staff Writer
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WorldBriefs
•Peace talks

North, South Korea formalize
reconciliation, nuclear accords
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — The prime minis
ters of rival North and South
Korea on Wednesday formalized a nuclear weap
ons ban treaty and an historic
accord calling for peace and unification.
The 20-minute ceremony in the People's Cultu
ral Palace in North Korea's capital,
Pyongyang, was shown on national television
in South Korea.
Prime ministers Chung Won-shik of South Korea
and Yon Hyong Muk of North Korea
read brief statements saying the agreements had
been signed by their presidents, Roh Taewoo of the South and Kim 11 Sung of the North. Withd
rawal of 39,000 U.S. troops stationed
in South Korea is a longstanding North Korean dema
nd.
It marked the first time the two sides had offici
ally recognized the other's existence.
Worries persist in South Korea that the North
will stall in opening its nuclear facilities
to inspection, a delay which could erode new
progress in easing tensions.
The United States, South Korea and major powe
rs have pressed North Korea to ratify
safeguards accords with the International Atom
ic Energy Agency signed Jan. 30 and allow
international inspections.
Intelligence reports say North Korea may be
able to make nuclear bombs as early as
1993. The North insists its nuclear program
is peaceful.
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•South, North Korea hold talks on unification
• Arab guerrillas continue firing rockets
• Libya decides against extradition for Pan Am case
•Guerrilla warfare

Further fighting continues between
Lebanon,Israel injuring 134
KAFRA, Lebanon (AP) — Arab guerrillas fired rockets into Israel
i-held
territory Wednesday,injuring 13 people, and Israeli artillery hit southern
Lebanon,
forcing thousands of Shiite Muslims to flee their villages.
Israeli also struck from the air, sending its jets to attack bases of
the Shiite Muslim
Hezbollah militia in south Lebanon,the Israeli military command said.
It was Israel's fifth
air raid in Lebanon since Sunday.
For three straight days now,rocket and artillery attacks have occur
red on both sides
of the Israel-Jordanian border. The violence began after Israe
l assassinated Sheik
Abbas Musawi, leader of the pro-Iranian Hezbollah, in
a helicopter raid in south
Lebanon on Sunday.
The guerrillas' Soviet-designed Katyusha rockets landed in Israel
's self-proclaimed
security zone in south Lebanon and in northern Israel. the Israel
i army said, but it refused
to give exact locations.
Howitzer shells exploded between the houses of the hamle
t as a school bus driver asked
a U.N. peacekeeper if he could drive a pupil to her home Kabri
in
kha. Lebanese radio stations
said Israel moved 40 tanks,60 armored personnel carrie
rs and 12 howitzers into the security
zone overnight. But police and reporters in the security
zone could not verify the buildup.

2

•Stampede

Hostel collapses, kills 50
NEW DELHI, India(AP)— A hostel for Hindu
pilgrims collapsed Wednesday during a religious
festival, causing a stampede. At least 50 peopl
e were
crushed to death, news reports said.
Fifty people were seriously wounded, Unite
d News of
India news agency said.
It was not immediately known what caused the
building to
topple in Kumbakonam,a town with 20 major
temples 1,200
miles southeast of New Delhi. An estimated
1.5 million
people had gathered in the town.
At least 15 people died under the nibble,
and the others
apparently were crushed in fleeing crowds,said
the Press Trust of
India news agency. Tens of thousands of peopl
e had gathered
in Kumbakonam to bathe in a tank as part of
the Mahamaham
festival held once every 12 years. Hindus belie
ve a dip in the
sacred water absolves sins.

3

•Voter apathy

Deputy election fails
BUDAPEST, Hungary(AP)— A parliament
ary
district in northwest Hungary failed for the
sixth time
to turn out the vote needed to elect a deput
y.
Only 9.86 percent of the 44,868 voters cast
ballots in the
by-election. Although there was only one
candidate running,
the turn-out was well below the mandatory
25 percent.
Opinion polls reflect broad voter disenchantment
with politics
since the firstfree elections in morethan40years
were held in 1990.
Voters had expected a quick rise in the highe
r standard of
living after four decades of communism.
But the switchover
from a centrally planned economy with the
highest per capita
foreign debt in the former Communist
bloc to a market
economy has brought a great deal of hards
hip.
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•International law

Libyan judge rejects
extradition in Pan Am
Flight 103 case

'TRIPOLI,Libya(AP)— Libya produced two
men
the United States accused of blowing up an Ameri
can
•Peace mission
jetliner but insisted again Tuesday they will
never be
surrendered for trial in the West.
American and Scottish authorities have
charged Abdel
Basset Ali al-Megrahi and Larnen Khali
fa Fhimah with planting the bomb that blew up Pan Am Fligh
t 103 over Lockerbie,
VATICAN CITY (AP) — Pope John Paul
II is Scotland in December 1988.
The attack killed 270 people.
returning to Africa this week for the eighth
time in his
The Libyans are described in U.S. and Britis
papacy, seeking to encourage cooperation
h indictments
with Islam as intelligence agents. Libya
has opened its own investigation
in visits to three largely Muslim countries.
and says the men could be tried in Libya.
The week-long trip, starting Wednesday,
will take the
The U.N. Security Council demanded last
pope to the West African countries of Seneg
week that Libya
al. Gambia and surrender the two men.
Western nations have raised the possibility
Guinea, all with tiny Roman Catholic minori
ties.
ofeconomic sanctions if Libya defies the
He will meet with Muslim leaders and
resolution.
representatives of
Libyan leader Moarnmar Gadhafi has
traditional African religions.
denied the two men
are government agents or were involved in
Christianity and Islam are ancient rivals in
the
bombing. He has
Africa,and the vowed not to hand them
over to the United States or Britai
Polish-born pope is expected to call
n. but
for cooperation and has proposed
a trial before an international body such
brotherhood, as he has on past trips.
as the
World Court at The Hague, Netherlands.

Pope to revisit Africa

5
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•Pro-democracy march

Human rights group
says 30 killed when
police fired on marchers
KINSHASA,Zaire(AP)—Soldiers
killed at least
30 people and wounded more
than 100 when they fired
on a pro-democracy march led
by priests, the Zaire
Human Rights League said
Wednesday.
"The situation is getting worse
. People can't even respect
priests. They are beating them
and shooting at Christians,"
Buana Kabue,leader of the
rights group, said of the attack on
the march Sunday.
The government had said
13 people were killed when
security forces broke up the
march, which it called an illegal
attempt to overthrow Presi
dent Mobutu Sese Seko. One
soldier was among those killed
, the government said.
The marchers called for
the reopening of a national
conference on democracy that
was suspended by Mobutu
in January after opposition
delegates appeared to have won
control of it.
Similar conferences have
been used in other African
nations over the past two
years to wrest control of power from
authoritarian leaders like Mobu
tu.
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•UMaine president

Brown to run UMaine until Hutch
inson takes over
By Michelle Hike!

Brown said Woodbury had conferre
d with
Brown said the office of Research
and
him for several weeks about taking the
posi- Public Service will "operate
under the assistion before he received the official word
last tant vice presidents."
Gregory Brown,University of
Maine vice Friday.
president for Research and Publ
"But what we may have to do in Acad
ic Service,
emic
"Because it was unclear when Fred
has been appointed UMaine's
Affai
rs still is not clear," he said.
acting presi- Hutchinson would be
able tocome to UMaine,
dent by Chancellor Robert Wood
To solve the dilemma, Brown said
bury.
he has
the chancellor wanted to talk to him befo
re asked Woodbury and Hutchins
Brown,also serving as interim
on for suggesvice pres- making a decision," he said.
ident for Academic Affairs, will
tions on filling the position.Sofar noth
replace outing has
Brown said he feels comfortable takin
going Interim President John
g
been resolved.
Hitt, who is UMaine's presidency,
after spending several
leaving the Orono campus Friday
He said Woodbury will most likely make
for his new weeks talking with Hitt
in preparation for a decision in two
job as University ofCentral Flori
weeks.
da president. Hitt's role as a university
president.
Woodbury'srecommendation will be
"But by then there will only be four week
vots
"I never aspired being a university presi
ed on by the Board of Trustees at
- left of my appointment," he said.
their Feb.24 dent—even on an "act
ing"
level
,
but I've
meeting.
Brown said he will resume his form
er
been wcrking closely with the presi
dent's positions when Hutchinson
If the Trustees approve Woodbury
takes office in
's rec- office, so I have no prob
lems with it (the April. and will serv
ommendation, Brown will take
e as interim vice president
office that appointment)," he said.
same day, holding UMaine's top
for Academic Affairs until Hutchins
administraon se- Gregory Brown (File photo.)
But Brown said he was initially concerne
tive position until the start of
d lects a new vice president.
Frederick about filling his two vice
presidential posiHutchinson's tenure on April 1.
"I'm not sure how long I'll be interim
vice
tions during his term as acting president.
A year prior to these appointments,Brow
n
president—that's really Dr. Hutchinson's
Kent Price, assistant to the chanc
ellor.
call, served as acting vice president
Because his tenure will only last
for Academic
five and I'm sure he'll want time
said Brown was selected for the
to
think about Affairs.
position weeks, Brown said it was
difficult to reposi- whom he'd like
because "he's the senior officer on
to appoint," he said.
campus,at tion staff for such a short
Brown has been with UMaine for nine
period of time.
'this date."
Brown replaced Hitt as vice president
for years. He arrived in 1983, work
"The position only lasts five weeks,
ing as dean of
so it Academic Affairs in Septembe
"We expect the Board to approve
r 1991. He has the College of Fores
his doesn't make any sense to re-as
t Resources and as assosign all those served as UMaine's vice
(Woodbury's)decision." he said.
president for Research ciate director
people," he said.
of the experiment station, until
and Public Services for the past four
years.
his vice presidential appointment in 1987
.
•
Staff Writer

Environment

Senate votes to protect the Georges
By John Diamond

Bank until year 2000

"No one can put a price tag on the incal
- began its lobbying effort. Industry
Associated Press Writer
officials fishing has been a growing
culable treasure of a single seashore
concern among
refuge, speculated that the region
contained rich environmentalists
or a coastal barrier," Kerry said."On
and fishing interests for
e can- energy reserves. The bank
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Sena
was all the more several years as
te not measure the loss of wildlife
yields of more valuable
and fish that attractive because of
has voted to protect the Georges Bank
its proximity to the catches have
fish- for millennia have inhabite
declined.
d our coastal lucrative Northeast
ing ground from offshore oil expl
energy market.
oration areas."
In the money portion ofthe Kerry amendand drilling until the year 2000.
Interest in Georges Bank apparent
ly ment,revenue generated by offs
The -shallow depths of Georges
hore oil and
Bank. waned as later offers to lease
The move was approved unanimously
sections to gas drilling would be
in ranging from 10 to 700 feet
shared by all coastal
contribute to energy explorers drew
a voice vote as part ofenergy legislatio
no bidders.
n that turbulence which keeps nutri
states involved in either the shipping
ents circulatof or
was under consideration Tuesday.
For several years the New England
If ap- ing in the water and sustains
del- exploration for oil. Under alter
a rich popula- egation, particularly
native proviproved by the House and signed by,Pr
lawmakers in Massa- sions of the
esi- tion of fish.
bill, Texas, Louisiana, Califordent Bush, the Georges Bank prov
chusetts and Maine, were forced to prop
ision
ose nia and Alaska would have aken
According to the office of Sen. Edwa
the bulk of
rd annual bans on energy explorat
would codify in law an administrati
ion. The ef- the money.
ve ban Kennedy, D-Mass., fish caug
ht on Georges fort to protect Geor
proposed by the president in 1990.
ges
Bank got a boost in
Bank account for 20 percent of the valu
The Senate adjourned Tuesday even
ing
e of 1990 when President Bush issu
The amendment, proposed by Sen. John
ed an execu- without taking a final
fish landings nationwide. The bank
vote on the energy
gener- tive order banning exploration
Kerry, D-Mass., would also requi
until the turn bill. The Senate plan
re that ates an estimated $1.5 billi
ned to take up the
on in economic of the century.
money generated from offshore drill
ing in activity.
measure Wednesday and final passage
was
other areas go into kpool to be used
The
Sena
te
amen
dment would prevent expected.
for
"Wednesday's decision helps ensure
that a later administration from
environmental purposes by all coastal
reversing that
states. Georges Bank will receive
Other sections of the bill include a meathe protection it decision.
In supporting the amendment,the Sena
te deserves at least for the rest
sure
to make it easier for the Nuclear Regu
of the this
moved to continue protection of one of
The Kerry amendment also containe
the decade," Kennedy said.
d latory Commission to renew licen
ses to nulanguage protecting areas off the New
world's richest fishing grounds,an unde
rsea
Jer- clear plants. That provision was
Members of the New England congresopposed by
sey, Washington, Oregon and Calif
plateau about 175 miles off the sout
ornia some lawmakers from New
heast sional delegation have foug
ht efforts to open coasts.
England, incoast of Cape Cod. The bank serves fishi
ng Georges Bank to oil and gas
cluding Kennedy, who have long criti
exploration
cized
Georges Bank is not entirely free
ports from Connecticut to Nova Scotia.
of the NRC for being lax in its supe
since the early 1980s when the oil indu
rvision of
stry problems, despite the Sena
te action. Over- the nuclear industry.
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•Food feast

Stodder Commons to have Medieval Feast Su
nday

By Deanna Partridge
Staff Writer

Stodder Commons will be transformed
into a medieval castle this Sunday. From
5 to
7 p.m., Stodder will be the site of a
medieval
feast and entertainmentfrom the Middle
Ages.
Claire Lint, manager ofStodder,thought
up the medieval theme this summer after
the
popularity of the Robin Hood movie.
"It's a tradition for Stodder to have one
big theme meal a year," Lint said."It's a
way
of relieving cabin fever for the students."
Recent years have seen a 60s night and
an Oktoberfest at the dining commons.
The evening will include an eight cour
se
meal consisting ofhedgehogs(pork),midle
nt

tarts (fruit and fish pies), carrots in
honey
sauce, chicken in orange sauce, macr
ows
(buttered and seasoned noodles), braiz
ed
beef ribs, bread and cheese.
Grape juice will be served in place of
wine,cider will substitute for mead(a
honey
wine)and milk,a luxury in the Middle
Ages,
will also be available. A giant cake
in the
form of a castle will be served for
dessert.
"We're trying to prepare the recipes
as
authentically as possible," Lint said.
Trenchers,a flat bread,will be used inste
ad
of plates. Only spoons and knives will
be
available, in keeping with medieval tradi
tion
of eating with a small blade known as
a dirk.
The Society of Creative Anachronism,
of which Lint is a member, will supp
ly the

evening's entertainment by juggling, story
telling, dancing and ratan and rapier fight
ing demonstrations. A ratan is a large wooden stick and a rapier resembles a foil.
The SCA is an organization dedicated to
the preservation of the Middle Ages. The
University of Maine chapter of the SCA
recently sponsored an event at Lengyel Gym,
according to Melanie Manzer and Kath
y
Klocko, members ofthe SCA cooking guild
.
Lord of the Manner,otherwise known as
Residential Life Director Jeff Harris, is
scheduled to attend the feast,along with 281
other guests.
People from as far away as Ellsworth
and Belfast have made reservations to attend. One teacher from Milo is bringing 10

of her junior high school students to the
festival because the class just finished reading about the time period.
The dinner, which will be attended by
students and the general public, is in hono
r
of Lord E-Walk, the moose that acts as
Stodder's mascot.
The dining commons' workers will be
dressed in costume. Those attending the
feast are encouraged to come in medieval
garb also. Flyers detailing how to create
easy costumes are available at Stodder.
Seating is limited for the event, so preregistration is required. Doors will open
at
4:30 p.m. and the event will last two hours
.
For reservations, students can contact Bonnie Crowley or Lint at 581-4617.

•WIC luncheon

Merchant speaks about ecological change

s in New England

By Michelle A. Rediker

with the rise of the Earth Day mu% emer
y in
In the myths ot the Penobscot Native
Staff Writer
they knew the invitation was made with
1970 and will take another 50 to 75 years
to Americans, humans experienced
nature go- good intentions, but the native
complete, she said.
people had
ing from a state of disorder, famine and
Author Carolyn Merchant spoke at
previous experiences with their young
the
"Perhaps by the year 2050, our great
atBangor Lounges Wednesday afternoo
drought, to order through agriculture, when
n for grandchildren will experien
tending Harvard's Indian school.
ce the world, the ghost of an India
the Women in the Curriculum Lunc
n woman visited her
heon and especially this particular
Merchant quoted the natives as saying,
area,in a much husband and taugh
Series about "Ecological Revoluti
t him how to grow tobac- "They were
ons in different way than we have,"
instructed in all your sciences,
Merc
hant said. co and corn from a blade of
New England."
grass clinging to but when they came
Merchant told several creation myth
back to us, they were
s her heel.
Merchant,a University ofCalifornia prohad runners. They were ignorant of ever
from different cultures and explaine
y
d
the
fessor, spoke about theTransformatio
Merchant said this progressive stciry
n of
led means of living in the woods.
They were
New England society from native to
colounable to bear neither cold or hunger.
They
nial to capitalist.
knew neither how to build a cabin, take
a
Merchant said during the first transition
,
deer or kill an enemy.
in which native New England beca
me a
"They spoke our language imperfectl
y,
colonial society, people began to view
the
and therefore neither fit for hunters,
warenvironment in a drastically different
way
riors or counselors. In short, they were
good
and the area became a different place
in
for nothing."
which to live.
The natives then returned the invitation
"That change took place in the 17th
to the "men of Virginia" to take their
sons
century, between 1600 and 1675,so
it was a
and "make men of them."
period of some 50 to 75 years, wher
e a
Merchant said radical groups,like
Green
change in Europe had taken some
2,500
Peace and Earth First, which are helpi
ng to
years and was telescoped into a brief
peri- reactions native societies had
bring about the present ecological
to colonial to a "happy ending"
revol
uod," Merchant said.
and
showed women tion, continuall
society's myths. Merchant said the ecol
y challenge the bureaucracy
og- were good and not things to
The second major transformation,
be conquered, and put pressure
she ical revolutions effected
on existing laws, agencies
gender roles and subdued or chast
said, was the capitalist ecological
ised.
revolu- the creation myths.
and legislatures to create change.
tion, which was completed by 1850,
She
told another story she said epitochangAccording to the biblical creation myth
She said this was the kind of press
, mized the transition of natives
ing the ways in which humans related
ure
relating to George Bush expe
to the Merchant said nature dege
nera
rienced recently when he
ted
to a state nature using all of the
environment.
senses to the colo- decided to
of disorder because of the actions of a
reduce the time frame for replacwom- nists' reliance on a visio
Merchant said she believes we may
n in relating to ing CFCs with
be an, Eve. Merchant said though
other chemicals.
some
verexperiencing another revolution now,whic
nature.
h sions of the bible and earlier Chris
"He didn't just do that all by himse
tian tradishe referred to as,the global revolution
lf,"
Merc
hant said some natives were invit
. New tions celebrated Eve as the scien
- Merchant said."It's partly
tific inquis- ed to send their sons
beca
use
England is a participant in this much
of
all
the
to a colonial college deve
larger itor, mainstream Christiani
lopment, not only in Science and tech.
ty chastises her and declined.
ecological revolution, which only start
ed for being a traitor.
nological research,but in these radic
al groups
She said the natives responded by
saying saying, 'This is a
real problem.—

New England is a participant in a lar
ge
ecological revolution, which only sta
rted with
the rise of the Earth Day movement
in 1970
and will take another 50 to 75 years
to
complete, Merchant said.

Listen.
.

Presented by the Canadian Embassy
and Canadian American Center.
University of Maine. For more info
rmation call 581-4220, 581-3251

To our brother

Fred Hutchinson

Hear the raw feelings of Al Pilman,
a Maritime Poet and Writer from New
foundland
Monday, February 24th at 7:00 PM
Damn Yankee, Memorial Union

Congratulations
and Welcome Back

from

Sigma Phi Epsilon

•
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ary 21, 1992

•Alumni feature

Mike Bordick to host `UMaine Snapshots'this mo

nth

By Kristy Marriner
Staff Writer

award in 1988.
gler will be 100 years old on
Tim Scott of Ellsworth won the February 29.
1988 Maine Athlete ofthe Year for
"He defies all stereotypes of a
Oakland Athletics utility in- basketb
all.
100
year old," Parks said."He is on
fielder Mike Bordick will be the
Brian Seguin played football of the greatest suppor
ters this unialumni guest host on the February for
Lewiston. He won the Fitz- versity has ever had."
edition ofSnapshots,the Universi- patrick
Award, given to the top
The last feature segment will
ty of Maine's monthly magazine footbal
l player in the state.
be
about
the UMaine Fit For Life
show.
Snapshots will also have a seg- program, which encour
ages peoJanice Parks, Snapshots pro- ment on
Athletes For Sexual Re- ple to "make a lifelong commi
tducer.said she thinks Bordick may sponsib
ility, a group of athletes ment to fitness."
attract a different audience to the from varsity
and club sports who
Other short segments will be
show,just because they are inter- urge
students to take responsibility on the Maine Forest and
Logging
ested in baseball. However, there in their
sexual activities.
Museu
m
and
the
Just
For
Kids
is something in the show for peoCurrently, they perform three games day held at
the
Hudso
n
ple of all interests.
skits about rape awareness. In the Museum.
Bordick is an unusual host in first skit they
portray the wrong
Part of the UMaine Cheerleadthat he has never hosted a televi- way to
act in certain situations. ers' routine will be shown
at the
sion show before, or performed on Then they
encourage audience par- end of the show.The cheerl
eaders
camera.
ticipation to suggest a better way, placed third in this
year's Nation"We are starting to get a lot of and perform the
skit again.
al Championships.
people who haven't been on cam"They use theater to get across
Parks said responses about the
era before," Parks said."Ifthey are a message
about appropriate social show continue to be very posiall as willing as he was to put in the behavior," Parks
said.
tive, but they are always open to
effort they'll do well."
Kim Mitchell of Public Affairs more suggestions, especi
ally
One of the major segments of said the group is
now developing from students.
February's edition will be a fea- new skits on safer
sex and AIDS.
The largest problem She said
ture on the three seniors on the He said the group
is now starting to they have been having is with pro1992 Black Bear baseball team.
Mike Bordick, former UMaine shortstop, now with
receive national acclaim.
the Oakmotion.
The three members of the team
land A's, hosts the show "Snapshots." (Sampson
"A Connecticut company that
photo.)
"It's a hard thing for people to
are exceptional in that all were distributes educat
ional material to remember because the show is only donati
on to the Alumni Associa- UMaine.
honored in 1988, while in high teachers wants to
distribute free on once a month," she said.
tion
for
Snapshots to use.
school, with special awards - each copies ofa tape all
"We need to let people know
over the country
"At least now people are say"He felt we were doing a good what is going on at
of them in a different sport.
the University
to go along with their text on hu- ing 'I've seen that,'
and not 'Snap job getting the word out about the of
Mike D'Andrea of Peak's Is- man sexuality," Mitche
Maine and where their tax dolll said.
what?" Parks said.
university, and he wanted to sup- lars are going," she
land played baseball for Portland
said. "There
Another feature will be on
Peter Gammons, host of the port it," Parks said.
High School. He received the Raymond Fogler,
are so many projects that nobody
for whom the January edition, was very imParks said that is the purpose of knows about. We'll
Maine Gatorade player of the Year UMaine library is
never run out
named. Fo- pressed with the show and made a the show
- to get the word out about of ideas."

A Male Bonding

Man found superglued
Please
to national park sign
excuse us.
We would like to extend
massive amounts
ofapologetic stuff.
BAR HARBOR, Maine (ADP) — Don Smeal, a legal
resident of Maine,could be heard over the heights of Door
mountain b bikers racin: bast on Route 3 in Bar Harbor
.

t he heard screams of
ntain and called Park

in' by, and whoa, we
unheardof‘agony and
Keith Johnson stated.
The local rangers climbed the escalation to find Don
Smeal superglued to the wooden summit marker by his
penis.
"We radioed for a chainsaw which took another hour
to
arrive," stated a park ranger who would like to remai
n
anonymous. Disappointed, the group found after a single
moment of taking the chainsaw to the sign a foot below
Smeal's'genitalia, that the vibration was just too much.

"Ouch." —Smeal
On Friday, February 28th,
we will not be publishing The Maine Campus.
However, we will have an issue on the Monday
when we return from Spring Break on March 16th.

"We had to carefully remove the sign from where it had
been for years Won still attachedl and slowly descend the
mountain. The only problem occurred when one of the
carriers of the sign slipped on an ice patch and stretched
Don's tolerance for pain. We got to the bottom about three
hours later," stated the anonymous ranger.
Don Smeal underwent a simple but painful procedure
at Mount Desert Island Hospital where fingernail polish
remover was used to disengage the summit marker.
Don Smeal would not comment as to who took this
extraordinary action, only to say that he was extrem
ely
embarrassed.
-A.S.

^
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NationalNews

• Clinton calls himself "comeback kid" after NH primary
• Japanese university president in killed in Boston hotel
• Nominations announced for upcoming Academy Awards

•NH primary

•Murder

Clinton claims comeback in NH
By Frank Baker
Associated Press Writer
MERRIMACK,N.H.(AP)— A jubilant
Bill Clinton declared himselfthe "comeback
kid" despite finishing second in New Hampshire's Democratic presidential primary.
The Arkansas governor, who trailed
former Massachusetts Sen. Paul Tsongas
by as many as 20 points in polls leading up
to Tuesday's vote, was buoyant after cutting the gap on election day. The final tally
had Tsongas ahead of Clinton, 35 to 26
percent.
"New Hampshire tonight has made Bill
Clinton the comeback kid," Clinton told a
throng of cheering supporters.
Later, he said: "I think I won. We were
written off ... after all that garbage got
dumped on me. This is a stunning victory."
Clinton, 45, looked to be in position to
win the primary outright until recently when
his campaign was derailed by unsubstantiated rumors of womanizing and allegations he
dodged the Vietnam War draft. The two
issues dropped him from first in most polls
to a distant second in the final days before
the nation's first primary.
Clinton said he has taken the "hardest
hits ofany candidate in modern history" and

his vote tally proves he "can take a punch." with us and
worked hard for us," she said.
David Wilhelm,Clinton's national camWithout specifying, she said the people
paign chairman, said the governor's "very respons
ible for the attacks "intended to take
personal, intimate campaigning" during the him out
before he could go on to other
final days of the primary campaign turned states.
"
the tide and allowed Clinton to recover some
"They're scared of him,"she said."They
of the ground he lost in the polls.
will try to come up with something else, but
"He appealed very directly and at a very I think4e
proved the people are too smart
for that sort of campaign."
Wilhelm said he wouldn't be surprised if
Nebraska Sen. Bob Kerrey and Iowa Sen.
"We were written off... after Tom Harkin
,third and fourth respectively in
all that garbage got dumped New Hampshire, step up their attacks on
Clinton to try to gain ground in later primaon me. This is a stunning
ries. But, he said, if that happens, the camvictory." —Bill Clinton
paign is ready.
"If there was ever a candidate prepared
for negative campaigning,it's Bill Clinton,"
human level to the people of New Hamp- he said.
shire, and they responded," Wilhelm said.
In the closing days of the primary, HarWilhelm played down Tsongas' victory, kin and
Kerrey openly questioned Clinton's
saying if the nation's first primary were held charact
er, particularly with regard to the
in a state next to Arkansas, he would expect draft
charges.
Clinton to win easily.
Clinton's draft status became an issue
Clinton's wife.Hillary,agreed.She called with the
release of a letter he wrote to the
her husband's showing "a great victory" and head
ofthe Reserve Officers Training Corps
vindication for all the work she, her husband at the
University of Arkansas in 1969. In the
and others poured into the campaign.
letter, Clinton outlined his opposition to the
"No matter the lies they threw or the war and
thanked the program's commander
charges they came up with,our people stayed for "savin
g me from the draft."

University
president killed
in hotel room
BOSTON(AP)— A Japanese university president arranging a sister school agreement with the University of Massachusetts
at Boston was shot and killed in his hotel
room, police said.
Officers said lwao Matsuda, 72, was
found shot in the back in his room on the
16th floor of the Westin Hotel in the Back
Bay section about 6 p.m. Tuesday.
Matsuda, president ofChukyo llniversity in Nagoya, Japan, since 1988. was pronounced dead about 7 p.m. at Brigham and
Women's Hospital.
Police, who questioned hotel employees
and other guests on the 16th floor, said they
were trying to determine whether Matsuda
had been robbed.
Sanzo Sakai,one of the professors in the
delegation from Chukyo University, said
Matsuda's wife had accompanied him to
Boston. It could not be learned immediately
where she was when her husband was shot.
"We came all the way from Japan to
make a friendly relationship with an American university, and now it is all upside
down," Sakai said.

(and he's a student at UMF,too!)
See for yourself at...

BOB MARLEY &FRIENDS
COMEDY NIGHT
FRIDAY FEBRUARY 21st AT 8 PM
Hauck Auditorium, Memorial Union
$3 per person at the door
Sponsored by Lambda ChiAlpha and the Compre
hensive Fee Committee
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•Academy Awards

Tugsy,"Beauty and the Beast' nominated for Oscars

By John Horn

AP Entertainment Writer
BEV ERLY HILLS,Calif.(AP)—"
Bugsy," Warren Beatty's icy look at an
equally
charming and deadly mobster, collect
ed a
leading 10 nominations for the 64th annual
Academy Awards Wednesday.
"Beauty and the Beast,"the instant ani mated classic from Disney about love conquering
all, became the first animated film in Oscar
history to be nominated for best picture.
"Bugsy" was nominated for best picture
and best actor for Beatty, and received two
supporting actor selections for Ben Kingsley and Harvey Keitel.
The other nominations for best picture

were Oliver Stone's "JFK," Barbara Streisand's"The Prince of Tides" and the psychological thriller "The Silence of the Lambs."
Joining Beatty in the best actor competition were Robert De Niro for "Cape Fear,"
Anthony Hopkins from "The Silence of the
Lambs," Nick Nolte in"The Prince ofTides"
and Robin Williams in "The Fisher King."
Geena Davis and Susan Sarandon, the
two stars of the female buddy picture "Thelma & Louise," were both best actress nominees, along with Laura Dem from "Rambling Rose," Jodie Foster for "The Silence
of the Lambs" and in a mild surprise, Bette
Midler for the commercially unsuccessful
"For the Boys."
Among films with the highest nomina-

tions, "JFK" collected eight, followed by
seven each for "The Prince of Tides" and
—the Silence of the Lambs."
Academy President Karl Malden and
actress Kathleen Turner were hosts of the
predawn announcementceremony.The timing accommodated network television morning news shows. The nominees were selected by the Academy's 4,900 members.
The awards ceremony March 30 at the
Los Angeles Music Center will have comedian Billy Crystal as host and will be carried
live by ABC-TV.
Miss Dem's mother, Diane Ladd, was
nominated for best supporting actress for
"Rambling Rose," the first time a mother
and daughter have been nominated in the

same year.
Other supporting actress nominees were
Juliette Lewis for "Cape Fear," Kate Nelligan in "The Prince of Tides," Mercedes
Ruehl for "The Fisher King" and Jessica
Tandy from "Fried Green Tomatoes."
Competing against Keitel and Kingsley
for best supporting actor will be Tommy Lee
Jones from "JFK," Michael Lerner of"Barton Fink"and Jack Palance from "City Slickers."
John Singleton, who directed "Boyz N
the Hood" at age 23, became the youngest
director to be nominated.The previous holder
of that distinction was Orson Welles, who
was nominated for the 1941 film "Citizen
Kane" at age 26.

•Asbestos injuries

d companies being sued for exposing workers to asbestos

By Angela Walker

exposed them to asbestos. Jury selection be
gan Tuesday in Baltimore Circuit Court.
The trial is expected to last four months.
BALTIMORE(AP)— For 37 years,Clara It's one of the
largest consolidations ofasbesLantke shook the white, flaky asbestos dust tos persona
l injury cases in U.S. history.
out of her husband's clothes when he came
"Doctors found asbestos in her lungs,"
home from the shipyard. He says that's what Lamke said
of his wife, who died of lung
lulled her.
cancer in 1989. "They got the proof that's
"She'd say,'I can't put these clothes in the what caused
my wife's death. I want these
washer,— Calvert Lamke, recalled. "She companies to
be punished for my wife's
would shake the dust out, and that's how she death."
got asbestos."
Another plaintiff, Paul Safchuck, has
Lamke,69,is one of8,555 people suing 14 waited more than
a decade for his day in
companies in Maryland they say recklessly court. He says
his chronic lung disease was
Associated Press Writer

Yes, it's true.
Spring Break is
only a week away.
But what are you doing
in the meantime?
IFC/PANHELLENIC
Welcome all to the
WASH DOWN
THE WINTER PARTY
with DJ
Feb. 22, Wells Commons,
9:00 Pm to 1:00 AM
Finale to Winter Carnival
Come enjoy your last weekend at
UMaine before your trip to Florida,
or before your trip home,
wishing you were in Florida.

caused from breathing in asbestos particles
during 40 years as a shipyard worker.
"It is hell to be an asbestos victim, because every day is going to be a horrible day
of suffering," said Safchuck, who sued in
1981.
The mineral was widely used in insulation
and fireproofing until cities began to ban it in
the 1970s. It has been linked to cancer and
other diseases that kill 10,000 people a year
and disable thousands more.
Lamke says he constantly handled asbestos
during his years as a shipyard worker. He and
the other plaintiffs claim the companies that

made products containing asbestos knew it
was dangerous but did nothing to protect them.
Lawyer Peter G. Angelos, who represents
90 percent of the plaintiffs, says they seek
hundreds of millions of dollars. Lawyers for
the defendants did not return calls seeking
comment Tuesday.
Judge Marshall Levin, who ordered the
cases consolidated, said jurors will decide
whether the asbestos products injured or killed
the plaintiffs; if the defendants knew the dangers of asbestos; and whether the companies'
conduct was so reckless that the plaintiffs
deserve punitive damages.

Have A Heart February 1992
Stanley H.Kaplan Students
Show your Compassion 8c,Support
for People Living with AIDS
Buy a Pin, T-Shirt or Baseball Cap and the proceeds will go to
the Living With...Group, a national AIDS awareness campaign.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE INFECTED TO BE AFFECTED
The Care pin is a symbol... a
Your purchase helps The
symbol of love and one of
Living
With...Group
concern. It says you dual
*Educa
te
the public about
have to be infected to be
AIDS
affected. "Someone I love has
*Provide fund raising tools for
AIDS" is rapidly becoming true for
AIDS
service organizations
many of us, no matter what color,
*Distribute proceeds to fund food,
nationality, gender or sexual shelter
persuasion. As the disease progra & alternative therapy
ms.
approaches epidemic ero.ortions all
over the world every...), needs to
know they're not alone.

I,SAT GMAT MCAT G E SAT USM I,E

f

STANLEY H.KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

Call -SOO-KAP-TEST for more details
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Performers pay tribute to'The King o

fSwing'

By Kristy Marriner
Staff Writer

Singers Buddy Greco and Louise
Tobin,
clarinetist Peanuts Hucko and "jaz
z tap percussionist" Ardie Bryant paid tribute
to one of
America's great musicians in the
Big Band
Salute to Benny Goodman at the Main
e Centecof the Arts Wednesday night.
Benny Goodman,"The King of Swin
g,"
started his music career with what
was supposed_to be a three week engageme
nt at the
Chicago Congress Hotel in 1935.Eigh
t months
later he was still there, and he
had been
recognized as one of the great name
s of the
Big Band Era.
Each ofthe performers paid tribu
te to their
friend or colleague by performing
some ofhis
best known works, as well as their
own.
Michael"Peanuts"Hucko started the
show
with his clarinet on some of Good
man's fa-

•Drugs

mous pieces. Hucko has been play
ing reed
Bryant never had a chance to dance with work
s, along with some of his own from his
instruments since the age of 11 and
has toured Goodman,but said he
used to dance to his music selection of 44 albums and
the world with Goodman and
100 singles, inmany other as a youngster. Goo
dman often had a dancer cluding The Lady is a Tramp.
greats of Jazz and the Big Band
Era.
with him when he performed on tour, and tap
Greco entertained the audience with
Louise Tobin, Hucko's wife, also
his
began dance fits naturally with Good
man's music.
wonderful talent on the piano and his sens
performing at an early age, with her
e of
energetic
"It's a wonderful way for me to start out humor.
vocal talent. She also toured with
Goodman, the new year by paying
tribute to a true legend
A highlight of the show was his rendi
and had an impressive solo caree
r.
tion
of the 20th century, Benny Goodman," Bryof MacArthur Parlc, with which Greco
Tobin kept the audience entertaine
has
d with ant said.
ended all his shows for as long as he has
her warmth ,energy and talent in
been
songs such
Bryant captivated the audience with his
on tour. It was an incredible song with
as The Man I Love, and a duet
great
with her creativity, originality and
enthusiasm. He mood and tempo changes,and
husband, When You're Smiling.
it displayed the
encouraged the audience to participate and
talents of the background band.
A favorite was Ardie Bryant, a mast
er tap "put some soul into it!" Bryant hims
elf puts a
However the band was best featured duri
dancer. Bryant uses his feet to
ng
add to the great deal of soul into
his dancing.
the closer. Goodman's best-known
percussion section ofthe song,and
song,
his move"I feel jazz tap is endangered, and I'm Sing,
Sing,Sing. It was an arrangement with
ments also add an enthralling visual.
lots
He calls doing everything I can to
preserve this art ofenergy,complete with a danc
it "jazz tap percussion."
ing horn section.
form," he said.
"No tribute to Benny Goodman woul
"I have people ask me `what kind
d be
of
Buddy Greco is an accomplished pian
o complete without the greatest hit he
dancer are you?— Bryant said.
ever
player and singer who was a friend of
Good- had," Greco said.
Before he had a chance to answer,a
mem- man and of Nat King Cole
. He performed
ber of the audience yelled out "a good
The talents of the company earned them
one." some of the greatest of both
a
of these artists' standing ovation for their perf
ormances.

Massadiusetts man to be prosecuted

PORTLAND, Maine(AP) — A
Massachusetts man arrested last weekend
in what
authorities called Maine's largest coca
ine seizure ever will be prosecuted in his hom
e state.
Robert Amato,42,of Martha's Vineyard
,
Mass.,appeared Tuesday before U.S.
Magistrate David Cohen, who denied bail
and ordered that the suspect be sent to Bost
on.
The U.S. Drug Enforcement Administ
ration said Amato was nabbed Saturday
after he
allegedly tried to sell 44 pounds of
cocaine to
an undercover agent in the parking
lot of the
Kittery Trading Post on U.S. Rout
e I.
Authorities estimated the value
of the

cocaine at$50,000at the wholesal
e level and
around $2 million on the street.
Amato and eight others were arres
ted on
chargesoftrafficking in cocaine and mari
juana in
Maine and Massachusetts after an inves
tigation
by federal,stare and local agencies in
both states.
Arrested Sunday were Joseph Bona
ventura, 34, of Somerville Mass.;
Robert J.
Ramuglia,41,of Belmont, Mass.; Andr
ew T.
Schena, 28, of Cedarville, Mass.; Arma
ndo
Dicenso, 53, of Revere, Mass.; Anth
ony M.
Zizza,47,ofRevere,Mass.;Louis
J. DiPietro,
44,ofQuincy,Mass.;and Anthony
J. Damore,
39, of Revere, Mass.
1Pr

at home for cocaine bust

Michael Mecurio,45, of Woburn, Mass
.,
also was arrested Saturday at his home
.
The investigation began in January
1991
with a small-time marijuana arrest in
Waterville, said Stephen McCausland, spok
esman
for the state Department of Public
Safety.
"It started at the bottom rung of the
ladder
and worked its way up from there
," he said.
In an unrelated case,authorities anno
unced
another indictment in what they said
was an
ongoing investigation into cocaine
trafficking in the Lewiston-Auburn area.
Bail was set at $15,000 for Carl Lalib
erte,
30, of Auburn, after he pleaded inno
cent to

charges in a five-count indictment made
pub
lic Tuesday by the ll.S. Attorney's Offic
e.
One of the counts alleged that Lalib
erte
conspired to possess more than 11 poun
ds of
cocaine with intent to distribute it.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Nicholas
Gess
said the arrest was part of an investigat
ion in
Lewiston in which eight or nine
other suspects have already been prosecuted.
Gess said Lewiston has emerged
as
Maine's premier distribution cent
er for cocaine, noting that the drug is
sometimes
shipped into the central Maine city
and then
routed southward again to Portland
.

If a tree speaks to you,

odt

INSTITUTE FOR STUDY
ABROAD
BUTLER

take time to listen.
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Y

- STUDY IN
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45
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Am-

This is
only a
test.

GREAT BRITAIN
AUSTRALIA
IRELAND
NEW ZEALAND
Fully integratecttudy at Brit
ish, Irish,
New Zealand and Australian
universities
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n
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s
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contact: Your Study Abroad Offic
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or the Institute for Study Abro
ad. Butler University, 4600 Suns
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Indianapolis. IN 46208. Tel: 317/2839336 or 1/800-368-6852 Ext. 9336
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•Socialist and Marxist Luncheon Series

Media coverage ofPersian Gulfwar subject oflecture
By Matt Libby
Staff Writer
-The media made it the most magnificent
Super Bowl ever,"said Burton Hatlen,host of
the Socialist and Marxist Luncheon Series,on
the coverage of the Persian Gulf War.
Hatlen, University of Maine professor of
English, remembered the Persian Gulf War
a year ago. He discussed the media coverage
and what the public was shielded from. The
media coverage not seen during the war was
put on tape by Ramsey Clark, former attorney general under President Johnson and an
ABC cameraman. Their story was seen in
Nowhere to Hide, the film shown during the
luncheon.
What was seen last year on television were
flying Patriot missiles and Smart Bombs.
What wasn'tishown was the devastation and
destruction, which was focused on at the
luncheon.

"There was a deliberate blocking out of
information," Hatlen said.
The media reported on the destruction of
bridges, military bases and communication
centers, and on the accuracy of the smart
bombs.Clark showed in his tape the effect of
the Smart Bombs.
"He reported without military censorship
and was able to travel the country freely,"
Hatlen said.
Nowhere to Hide showed the effects on the
civilian, residential areas around Baghdad.
"People stayed at home to stay safe, but
that wasn't safe either," Clark said.
In the video, he showed the destruction of
an entire neighborhood. The people were
injured, homeless,and without water or electricity. Many of them had seen their loved
ones die in the bombings.
Clark said at one point he was near a
bridge that was to be destroyed. The bridge
was left standing, but the surrounding areas

were left in rubble.
"The people here said that they would
dismantle the bridge themselves if the bombing would stop," Clark said.
The point of the war was to hurt the
government, he said, but it seems the citizens were hurt the most, since Saddam
Hussein is still in power,and the people of
Iraq are still sifting through the rubble to
find some fragments of the life they used
to have.
Marc Larivee of the philosophy department said the reason citizens were bombed
was to put more emphasis on the imposed
sanctions.
The media didn'tshow any ofthis destruction because "no reporters were allowed to
tape the carpet bombings or show the damage
done," Hatlen said.
"We were told to believe that only military
sites were being damaged," he said. "But a
tape like this shows something different"

Burton Hatlen speaks Thursday afternoon in The Union.(Stevens photo.)

•Fatal stabbing

Migrant worker gets seven
years for manslaughter
ELLSWORTH, Maine (AP) — A migrant blueberry picker from Canada has
been sentenced to seven years in prison for
manslaughter in the fatal stabbing of a coworker at a remote camp in Washington
County.
Angus GooGoo, 37, of Tniro, Nova
Scotia, was transported immediately to
Maine State Prison.
The sentence was imposed by Superior
Court Justice Herbert Silsby, who presided
at GooGoo's four-day trial last month in
Machias.

GooGoo had been charged with murder
but was found guilty of the lesser charge of
manslaughter, which carries a maximum
sentence of 40 years.
Assistant Attorney General Jeffrey Hjelm
recommended a 25-year prison term,saying
society needed to be protected from GooGoo in light of his lengthy criminal record.
"He has been convicted a number of times
over the past 20 years in Canada for crimes of
violence, some of which involved the use of
weapons and assaults on law enforcement
officers," Hjelm said afterlhe sentencing

Spring Break '92 Library Hours
8 am - 5 pm
Friday, February38th
10 am- 5 pm
Saturday—Sunday (Feb. 29-March 1)
8 am - 12 pm
Monday, March 2nd
8 am- 5 pm
Tuesday—Friday (March 3-6)
10 am-5 pm
Saturday—Sunday (March 7-8)
9-13)
8
am-5 pm
(March
Monday—Friday
10
am- 5 pm
Saturday, March 14th
10 am-12 am
Sunday, March 15th
•Regular library hours wiU resume Monday, March 16tb.•

50-70% OFF EVERY DAY
on Name Brand Footwear, Equipment, Apparel,
Closeouts, Discontinued Items, Salesman's Samples

$5 off sale price of any
pair of athletic shoes
expires 2/29/92

GOLDSMITH'S
Sporting Goods
Outlet Store
10 N main St.• Old Town
10-5 Mon-In, 1042 Sat

990 Pizza!

It's so simple! From now until March 15, buy any small pizza from the
Pizza Oven and use this coupon to get another* for only 99 cents!** --

Pizza Oven
154 Park Street, Orono 866-5505
• of equal or lesser value •• three topping limit; one coupon per customer per order

BRSPRINGM
EAK 7A
\UNBELIEVABLE
DISCOUNTS!
PRICES
SLASHED!

PRICE WAS:

11116.
from
Aquamarina (beachfront)
from
Aquamarina with food & drinks
from
Marla Del Lourdes (downtown)
from
Verano Beat (beachfront)
from
Handall (downtown)

$549
$669
$449
$549
$499

But we SLASHED the prices!!!

*NEW PRICE: --soigh•liar....
Aquamarina (beachfront)
Aqua marina with food & drinks
Maria Del Lourdes (downtown)
Verano Beat (beachfront)
Handall(downtown)

from
from
from
from
from

$469
$579
$419
$439
$449

Don't miss out on these HOT savings!

CALL (617) 267-8100
Trips Include Round Trip
Airfare and 7 Nights Hotel
Prices do not include
525 departure taxes

VACATION OUTLET
RENE'S EASEMENT

'
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•Socialist and Marxist Luncheon Series

Media coverage ofPersian Gulfwar subject oflecture
By Matt Libby

"There was a deliberate blocking out of
information," Hatlen said.
The media reported on the destruction of
"The media made it the most magnificent bridges, military
bases and communication
Super Bowl ever,"said Burton Hatlen,host of centers, and
on the accuracy of the smart
the Socialist and Marxist Luncheon Series,on bombs. Clark
showed in his tape the effect of
the coverage of the Persian Gulf War.
the Smart Bombs.
Haden, University of Maine professor of
"He reported without military censorship
English, remembered the Persian Gulf War and was able to travel
the country freely,"
a year ago. He discussed the media coverage Hatlen said.
and what the public wis shielded from. The
Nowhere to Hide showed the effects on the
media coverage not seen during the war was civilian, residential areas
around Baghdad.
put on tape by Ramsey Clark, former attor"People stayed at home to stay safe, but
ney general under President Johnson and an that wasn't safe either,"
Clark said.
ABC cameraman. Their story was seen in
In the video, he showed the destruction of
Nowhere to Hide, the film shown during the an entire neighborhood. The people
were
luncheon.
injured, homeless,and without water or elecWhat was seen last year on television were tricity. Many of them had seen their loved
flying Patriot missiles and Smart Bombs. ones die in the bombings.
What wasn't shown was the devastation and
Clark said at one point he was near a
destruction, which was focused on at the bridge that was to be destroyed. The bridge
luncheon.
was left standing, but the surrounding areas
Staff Writer

were left in rubble.
"The people here said that they would
dismantle the bridge themselves if the bombing would stop," Clark said.
The point of the war was to hurt the
government, he said, but it seems the citizens were hurt the most, since Saddam
Hussein is still in power,and the people of
Iraq are still sifting through the rubble to
find some fragments of the life they used
to have.
Marc Larivee of the philosophy department said the reason citizens were bombed
was to put more emphasis on the imposed
sanctions.
The media didn't show any ofthis destruction because "no reporters were allowed to
tape the carpet bombings or show the damage
done," Hatlen said.
"We were told to believe that only military
sites were being damaged," he said. "But a
tape like this shows something different."

Burton Hatlen speaks Thursday afternoon in The Union.(Stevens photo.)

•Fatal stabbing

Migrant worker gets seven
years for manslaughter
ELLSWORTH, Maine (AP) — A migrant blueberry picker from Canada has
been sentenced to seven years in prison for
manslaughter in the fatal stabbing of a coworker at a remote camp in Washington
County.
Angus GooGoo, 37, of Truro, Nova
Scotia, was transported immediately to
Maine State Prison.
The sentence was imposed by Superior
Court Justice Herbert Silsby, who presided
at GooGoo's four-day trial last month in
Machias.
tio•

GooGoo had been charged with murder
but was found guilty of the lesser charge of
manslaughter, which carries a maximum
sentence of 40 years.
Assistant Attorney General Jeffrey Hjelm
recommended a 25-year prison term,saying
society needed to be protected from GooGoo in light of his lengthy criminal record.
"He has been convicted a number of times
over the past 20 years in Canada for crimes of
violence, some of which involved the use of
weapons and assaults on law enforcement
officers," Hjelm said after the sentencing.

Spring Break '92 Library Hours
Friday; February 28th
8 am - 5 pm
Saturday—Sunday (Feb. 29-March 1)
10 am- 5 pm
Monday, March 2nd
8 am - 12 pm
Tuesday—Friday (March 3-6)
8 am- 5 pm
Saturday—Sunday(March 7-8)
10 am-5 pm
Monday—Friday(March 9-13)
8 am- 5 pm
Saturday, March 14th
10 am- 5 pm
Sunday, March 15th
10 am-12 am
•Regular library hours trill resume Monday, March 16th../

50-70% OFF [VERY DAY
on Name Brand Footwear, Equipment, Apparel,
Closeouts, Discontinued Items, Salesman's Samples

$5 off sale price of any
pair of athletic shoes
expires 2/29/92

GOLDSMITH'S
Sporting Goods
Outlet Store
10 N. Main St.• Old Town
10-5 Mon-Fri, 10-2 Sat

Its so 990 Pizza!

simple! From now until March 15, buy any small pizza from the
Pizza Oven and use this coupon to get another for only 99 cents!"

WE

DELIVER
ro•
cp

Pizza Oven
154 Park Street, Orono 866-5505

• of equal or lesser value •• three topping limit; one coupon per customer per order

SPRINGM
BREAK 7A
\UNBELIEVABLE
DISCOUNTS!
PRICES hit,

,SLASHED!
PRICE WAS:

21e
Al

Aquamarina (beachfront)
Aqua marina with food & drinks
Marla Del Lourdes (downtown)
Verano Beat(beachfront)
Handal!(downtown)

from
from
from
from
from

$549
$669
$449
$549
$499

But we SLASHED the prices!!!

*NEW PRICE: -sAquamarina (beachfront)
Aquamarina with food & drinks
Maria Del Lourdes (downtown)
Verano Beat (beachfront)
Handal!(downtown)

from
from
from
from
from

$469
$579
$419
$439
$449

Don't miss out on these HOT savings!

CALL (6171267-8100
Trips Include Round Trip
Airfare and 7 Nights Hotel
Prices do not include
S25 departure taxes

VACATION OUTLET
REM'S EASEMENT
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•Noise ordinance

Sikh, be very, very quiet
In Maine rape is illegal, but in the town of Oron
o the rape
of university students by town officials
is not only OK, it's
encouraged.
The Community Relations Advisory Comm
ittee met yesterday afternoon and Town Manager Nanc
y On presented the
proposed noise ordinance. When the ordi
nance was last presented to the Town Council, they urged
strong moderation
because even students have rights.
The plan states that a large event consists of
a gathering of
five or more people for a special occasion
or social activity. For
many students trying to meet Orono's exor
bitant rents it's
entirely possible five people might all resid
e in one apartment.
Does dinner constitute a social gathering, or
a special event?
A second ordinance is aimed at cost recovery
for the town.
The way the ordinance reads right now peop
le will be charged
the salaries of the responding police officers,
"appropriate"
overhead and other expenses incurred at
the scene.
Ideally, the noise ordinance is aimed at contr
olling everyone's noise levels. If that's true, then a
tax-paying family in
Orono with three children will also be
fined and harangued
because one of their teenage children chro
nically plays the
stereo too loud, while the parents are at work
, and has two or
more friends over after school.
Sound ridiculous? What if the dwelling is
near a nursing
It's amazing what a flick of the
home or retirement center? Should the family
sell the house and switch can do, especially when
move to another town? Not likely. The bott
om line is, this nothing happens.
ordinance is directly aimed at students.
Jill
Who would have guessed that
when Ben Franklin's kite got
Controlling late night noise levels is an admi
Berryman
rable effort,
zapped with that magical bolt of
but trampling one sector's rights in order to
protect another lightening, people
would become
person's is wrong.
so dependent on electricity.
had blown.
A public hearing will be held on March
Tuesday morning I woke up to
23 about this
When it gets warm, and the
ordinance. There has to be give and take in town
government. find the big neon numbers on my snow melts, the transformer is in a
alarm clock were not illuminated.
Recently, all Orono has exhibited is TAKE.(CJ
pool of water. I'm not an electriC)
My

The day the lights went out

ter on the stove. The idea sounded
pretty good until we remembered
that the stove is electric,too. When
I mentioned this to a friend, he
wondered why we didn'tjust nuke
some water in the microwave. He
soon realized what a mistake it was
to say that.
Of course we didn't plan this
hair washing thing out too well.
We forgot that hair dryers are elecfirst thought was that it had cian
or anything, but that could tric and being femal
es with lots of
come unplugged in the night. So I
have had something to do with it. hair, dryin
•Campus conditions
g it is essential. Luckily
sat up and looked at my roomSpeaking of water, I've always some friends
of ours who live in
mate's clock. Hers was out too.
had well water at my house and the comp
lex
had
power and so wi
Panic struck because I was bewhen the power goes out, so does raided
their electrical sockets.
ginning to realize the power was
our pumr. My mother runs around (Thanks
again to the guys in 61)
out. It's hard to come to any sort of
like a mad woman telling us not to
Walking across campus,it could almost be
One of the most aggravating
called a sport of logical conclusion early in the flush the toilet, run
the water or things about the whole thing was
skill with all the added frills of danger and susp
morning. I stumbled through the
ense.
even look at a faucet. I was not that we could
hear the men workapartment and sure enough, it was
To participate,all you need is a pair ofshoes
accustomed to the wonders oftown ing. They
with absolutely gone.
were right below our
no traction, a bag full of books and the need
water and so 1 asked the represen- bathroom
to get across
window. We wanted to
I paid the bill didn't I?
tative if we would still have water, yell at
campus.
them, but figured it would
Strange thoughts run through she
said she didn't think so. Obvi- be wise
The condition of the side walks and parking
to keep quiet if we ever
lots on this one's head when they realize they ously,she's from a small
town
ioo.
want
ed
to
see light again.
campus is dangerous. With all of the ice, spik
es need to be don't nave power but have to be to
After a few hours, I called
So,
seven
big, yellow Bangor
class
in an hour, and because of Bang
applied to the bottom of shoes in order for
or Hydro again and was told Hydro
people to get this,
truck
s
and
a small army of
I
misse
d my first class of the it would
anywhere safely.
be awhile before we had men later, we
have power.There is
day.
electricity. I asked the water ques- now a
Take a seat somewhere along the mall and watc
strange contraption hooked
It took my roommate awhile to
h people
tion
again and this guy laughed at up to our
trying to walk. Feet slip, arms go out, up and flail
transformer,like we have
around. It's realize the juice was off. She has me, rightly so. He said
we'd
have
our
own
almost comical, if you're not the one falling on
private power station or
one
of
those clocks that you wind water
your behind.
, he just couldn't guarantee somet
hing.
and
it
make
s
so much noise that the how warm
Winter does tend to throw a few obstacles in our
it would be. He wasn't
paths, but tickingjust
What a panic that day was. It
goes through your head kidding.
shouldn't the pathways of this campus be clea
r?
made
me wonder what the caveand progressively gets louder. It
After waiting for what seemed men
With the unseasonably warm weather, we can all
used
to do. Of course they
hope that was amazing the similarities in our like forev
er, we knew we were lived their
the ice and snow will melt away and leave nice, dry
lives
react
without electricity
ions. We would both walk doom
pavement.
ed and had to figure out some- and so
they adapted.They had fire,
Not a chance.
into a room and flick the light
thing quick, otherwise we were
which was out of the question for
switch before realizing just how
Puddles are forming.In some places a small bridge need
takin
g the day off.
s to stupid we reall
us,
but the thought did cross our
y are.
be erected in order to get across. Lines are forming as
It seemed like taking a cold
people try
minds to start a bonfire on the
shower was too much to subje
to cross at the one shallow. Those puddles do not disa
ct balcony.It wasn't really the best of
Why was the power out?
ppear
ourse
lves to, but we had to wash ideas
overnight, they just freeze waiting for some unsuspecting
. Ofcourse, we were the one's
soul
our hair. I thought about going
who wanted to boil water on the
to come by and wipe out.
I called Bangor Hydro and the
with the hat look but this bed head
electric. stove.
helpful representative said they
With improved snow removal, this problem could
was
too severe to be easily disbe were working on the
problem. We
lessened if not eliminated, but this is not likely to happ
en. Until later discovered where they were guised.
Jill Berryman is a junior jourWe tried to think of ways to
summer arrives and dry sidewalks return,don't forget your
get nalism major who wants to go to
hip working was right outside of my hot water and
we came up with the Key West
boots and spikes.(JWB)
for Spring Beak, but only
building because the transformer
brilliant plan of heating some waifthey have electricity.

Slip sliding away

It

a
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•Ed response

Editorial misleading, unfair
To the editor:

That's why we quickly respond
The Maine Campus, and all in the
to every media call, inclu
ding afternoon.
The Maine Campus' Feb. 17, those
of The Maine Campus, and
The Maine Campus seems to be
1992 editorial labels the Public
provide information on the spot or
the rumormonger in this case. It
Affairs Department, along with
find the person who can best
ful- repeatedly refers to"the Hutchinson
the Chancellor's Office, as dis- fill
their needs.
event," which never existed, and it
honest, untruthful, untrustworthy,
Because the media view this ofquote
s "trusted sources" who conand accuses them of withholding fice
as a credible and official source
firmed that Hutchinson was on caminformation,of playing games and of
information, they also call to pus
and would be holding a press
misinforming the media.This con- check
out rumors. They trust us to confe
rence, which never happened.
demnation comes under the head- verify
or disclaim rumors and to
A detailed news release anline, "The same old song and provi
de any follow-up information nounc
ed the chancellor's recomdance," implying some sort of they
might want.
menda
tion
and delight in doing so
long-standing cover-up and ulteIt was precisely rumors about was
sent to all media Friday afterrior motive.
the presence ofFrederick Hutchinnoon, as soon as prudent and feasiI don't speak for the chancellor's son on
campus and an announce- ble.
office, but I can clear up some ofthe ment
regarding his candidacy for
There was never anything to conmisinformation The Maine Cam- the UM
presidency that The Maine ceal or reveal
. There was no misinpus left in its broad references and Campus
was checking out in calls formation
or
withholding of inforsweeping indictments.
to this office Thursday afternoon.
mation,except in the guise ofrumor •Women's hockey
News Services,a unit ofthe Pub- The two repor
ters who called re- which The Maine
Campus chose to
lic Affairs Department, works daily ceived the
same, direct answer. accept and dignif
y.
with local, state and national media There is
no news conference
At News Services, out job is to
to provide the information and re- scheduled
to announce the chan- provide full, factua
l and timely insources needed for their reports.The cellor's recom
To the editor.
year, to second place this year. We
mendation to the formation. That's what
we do and
media are the University's commu- board of truste
have also been invited to the Worn
es.
will
conti
nue
to do for all media,
nication link to the public, and getOn behalf of Maine Women's en's Ice
Although The Maine Campus including
Hockey Club ChampionThe Maine Campus.
Ice Hockey Club Team I would ships for
ting full and accurate information, quotes me
as saying I have been
the first time.
like to thank all the people who
whether positive or negative, to the receiving calls
The University of Maine
about the rumor, all
Kay Hyatt attended our games and gave
public is out priority.
us Women's Ice Hockey Club Team
day,I received only three,two from
Director, News Services the support and
encouragement would again like to thank
every•Abortion
that we needed to have a success- one
who has been so supportive
ful year.
•Ed response
at our games and in our goal to
Due to this great moral support, develop
one of the strongest
the University of Maine Women's wome
n's ice hockey programs in
Ice hockey Club Team has had one the north
east.
ofits mostsuccessful seasons since
To the editor:
years and we know that Maine life
the start of the program four years
is not just Sugarloaf, Ogunquit,
Zoe M. Harris
ago. We have improved our standOn Feb. 12, there was an edi- and
Women's Ice Hockey Club
L.L. Bean catalogs."
ing of last place in our division last
torial published that began disTeam Captain , President
I had a choice offour schools to
cussing the Maine weather, but attend
. This was my first choice.
lo the edam
ended as putting down out-of- resent
•State caucus
having to defend my outstaters.
of-sta
te
status
.
Why
I'm writing in response to a
is it not alYes, there are many people lowed
for an out-of-stater to say
cartoon that appeared in the Camaround here(myselfincluded)who anyth
ing negative about Maine,
pus Crier section of the Feb. 12
complain about the winter weath- yet
it is perfectly reasonable for
issue. It's a cartoon about aborLetters to the editor of The
er. Who wouldn't, though, when Maine
rs to say they can't wait to
tion. It states that a woman's body
Maine Campus should be no
you have to walk across campus get out
of the state?
belongs to her.
longer then 250 words and must
and it's maybe 5 degrees FahrenI think Maine is a wonderful
Whatabout the body inside her?
contain a name, address
heit, without wind-chill? I would state
and hope to stay here after
How can anyone say that a fetus
and phone number.
bitch about that whether! was in gradu
ation. Too bad the people
isn't a person? What is it then? It
The Campus will not run letTo the editor:
Maine,Minnesota,or Kansas. And aren't
more welcoming.
grows into a person. If it isn't
ters which appear to be adverI don't believe "Maine hicks" realive to begin with, hcow can it
tisements for upcoming events,
As the race to nominate the next
serve the right to grumble "beMichelle Vecies
become alive?
The Maine Campus reserves
president is getting underway, I
cause we've lived here a million
Aroostook Hall
the right to edit all submission
One block in the cartoon says:
would like to take this opportunity
for length, taste and libel.
"an abortion is no more an act of
to challenge my fellow democrats
murder or selfishness than wearand others with the hard heads and
•Column response
ing a condom is."
soft hearts to become active in the
electoral process by attending the
If abortion isn't murder, how
can it produce a dead human baby
democratic caucus to be held Sunthat isn't even a person in the first
day Feb. 23.
place?
I invite you to weigh and conTo the editor:
American, nght down to selling t- who's
family could not afford to sider the candi
Wearing a condom doesn't prodacy offormer govshirts. And now a special event is help suppo
rt his Olympic dream ernor ofCalifornia
duce dead babies and it greatly reGee,it sure must be hard to think going on and many
Jerry Brown. A
people hardly care. anymore. His communit
y rallied man of principle and conviction
duces the chances of producing live ofa topic for the editorial page these
We should be backing those se- around him
and gave him donations with an environmen
babies also. Of course everyone's days — to have nothing else better lect individual
tal platform,
s who have trained to during these hard econo
mic times. he seeks to preserve the coven
concerned with STD's.
to write about than slamming the hard to be Albertville,
ant
France right I'm glad that you are a different
with our children.
Women's bodies may belong to Olympics.
now to try to reach their moment of person
now than you were four • As our stand
them. But there are laws that tell
The Olympics is an event that glory, and I myself feel
ards of living shift
excited and years ago. Most people change
he is the only candidate who
them,what they can and can't do is supposed to bring the country proud to watch them
try and reach after high school.
speaks to the essential qualities
together to watch our best ath- their goals.
with them.
As future leaders (and teachers) of life. It's
a small world after all.
letes
comp
Camp
Main
The
ete
repre
If
us is an unbie
senting the
I realize that you may not be a of this country,
I hope we can work Now is the time to
ased newspaper, why have we only U.S.A.
get your feet
sports fan, but the Olympics is only together to
change the economy so wet in natio
Isn't it funny that a year ago when held every four years,
nal politics, if the
seen one side of the abortion issue?
and I don't other people don'tfeel the same way
people will lead the leaders will
we were at war bombing another think it would be
so hard to support about the Olympics as you
do.
follo
w.
count
ry that people were running it. Take for example an
Shawn Faucher
Olympic
Oxford Hall around capitalizing on being an figure skater, from Massachuse
tts,
Andrea L Virgin
Tom Beaulieu

Successful season

Laws can A double
standard
say what
to do

Editorial
Get out
Policy

and vote
at caucus

Should be supporting Olympians

<
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul

By Stephen Kurth

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: Married bliss is not easy to come by for those born
on this day,in fact, many remain single. Those
who choose to share their life with another may
find their existence resembling a soap opera,as
a tendency to run hot and cold puts an added
strain on love relationships. By being patient
you will discover the riches that are found
within a single committed relationship.
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Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

R%GiAT' BEING 10ONG AND
I TAKE NO
IMPRESSVONABLE, UM THE
RESPONS‘B\UP4
HELPLESS VICTIM OF COUNTLESS
toisi EIENAVtOrt'
(140 INFIOENCES' k4UNV4HOIE- rm Pt* 1NKCENT
93ME.(
-ULRIC& CARIOUS TO MI PVC! IT'S
ONVENE1.09U, VAWES AND
SOCIEtst V
PUSFIES
tO 4ALEFICE1'CE

GEMINI(May 21 —June 20): Visitors pro-vide a pleasant diversion from other pressing
matters. Take you guests someplace you've
never been before,how about Yankee Stadium?

\Aft-

Doonesbury
BY GARRY TRUDEAU
li1.-,I THINK THE

PEOPLE WERE 5AY/A45
Mg/ 71fala MY

WirlE"G41E-RE 7E1,1.1%
U5 THAT THEY LIKE A
CANOIPACY N47EtWiV65
70 Tiff,ANP NOT
NEENT/ZENO-CP E1,I7E,

"800'NUMBER,EVEN
/F MY OFFONENTS
DO NOT, ANP THAT
THEY LIK6 ECIAG
AIRE 70CALL
I 800-426-1112
TO MAKE A
PLEP,
CE

)

ARIES(March 20— April 19): Attempts
to cutcorners at work have the oppos te effect.
Play by the rules or you'll regret it! Revealing
a secret to a friend or colleague will come
back to haunt you.
TAURUS(April 20 — May 20): A friend's
attempt to play matchmaker ends in disaster.
Any romantic efforts on your pan meets a
similar fate, so follow your own instincts.

114EN "IOU NEED
To BUILD
CHARACTER
GO SHOVEL
NE WO(

\\
*1

GENMEMEN, WHAT
59RT OfA4E55466
PO YOU THINK THE
VOTERS SENT AILOF
YOU LA5T 7115504Y
60VERNOR BROWN?

For Friday February 21
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C41.1, 1-800426-11127
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THEYCARE.1

CANCER (June 21 — July 22): Plans
to
complete a project may have to be put on hold
due to the multitude of demands placed
on
your time. Try to be flexible and meet vario
us
obligations.
LEO (July 23 — Aug. 22): Extravag
ancy
could cause much trouble unless you
curb
spending habits. Look for simpler and
less
expensive approaches to gratification.
Some
of the most fun things in life are free.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 — Sept. 22): A
yen for
diversity can be satisfied by an outing
with a
friend,or by expanding your breadth of
knowledge. It's a sad day when you don'
t learn
something new.

2-21

Mother Goose & Grimm

by Mike Peters

r
7'00 BeG AT INE TABLE,
GRIMMY. xes oto Ex
FOOP OFF 11-IE FLOOR,

i

LIBRA (Sept. 23 — Oct. 23): Get
an early
start as myrihd distractions make it
difficult to
stay focused on the task at hand.
Set aside
some quiet time to devote to fami
ly and
friends later.
SCORPIO(Oct.23 — Nov. 21):
The kindness of a friend should come as
no surprise,
they are merely trying to repa
y a debt of
gratitude. When celebrating your
good fortune, avoid anything risky.
SAGITFARIUS(Nov. 22 — Dec.
21): Although inclined to ignore the
details,doing so
could stall an important proje
ct. You'll get a
chance to unwind this evening
while entertaining friends.

Shoe
by Jeff MacNelly
riEF.,

-,1•1 Altaireg OL1'MPic-
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CAPRICORN (Dec.22 —Jan.
19): A low
tolerance for boredom suggests
that you should
excuse yourself from your usual
routine and
seek adventure in new places.
Explore a fun
spot with friends.

•

AQUARIUS(Jan.20 —Feb
.18):Confrontation will benefit no one;
if a conflict arises
with an associate do your best
to compromise.
Moderation is the key in all
your endeavors.

1

I;
Z-11

PISCES(Feb.19—Mardi
19): Allow yourself to be swept up in the
contagious enthusiasm of a friend. Letting someone
else take the
lead frees you to simply enjoy
the ride.

-
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By Carl Paul
*

* *

For Saturday February 22
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIR
THDAY: An
extreme social butterfly and a
useful gobetween and peacemaker, you're
a faithful
friend. Endowed with the gift of
verbal persuasion, you adjust yourselfto fit
the environment you're in. You would be most
successful in sales or politics. Plant yours
elffirmly on
solid ground or you could fall to the
whims of
others and be lost to a sea of confu
sion.
ARIES(March 20 — April 19):
Goals can
he reached with the tools that you
possess. If
the groundwork can be laid witho
ut drawing
attention to your plan, your high energ
y win
do the rest for you.

Calvin and Hobbes
I SEE IOU'tOfl
THAT SN0*1BALL'

by Bill Watterson
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Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
THIS PRIMARY OONFRMS may
A 1.07"OF ClIZZEV5EIWEVEIN
ME ARPMY PEOPGE L4MPAI6N
I OW NEW THE 5UFffIR7Of816
MOVEY I CAN STILL GETMYME5
5A6E ACV% 71-leati'lAVIV OF
Mal7N ANOTELMOstPaE6

TAURUS (April 20 — May 20): A
mild
obsession with the future blinds you
to the
present. leaving some important tasks
unattended. Those close to you nerd your
attention of understanding now.
GEMINI(May 21—June 20): After
carry
ing the entertainment torch recently it is
time
to pass it along to someone else. Listen to your
strapping body when it talks to you. Relax
ation is what you need.
CANCER(June 21—July 22): You can't
get
a straight answer about someone's rude behav
ior because they refuse to admit their mistakes.
Don't waste your time—they won't change.
LEO(July 23— A ug.22): Hostile undercurrents make it difficult to relax.This may be an
issue that has festered. Get things in the open
so you can work through them.
VIRGO(Aug.23 — Sept. 22): The ends do
not always justify the means! A loved ones'
motives are pure, but their methods are questionable. Encourage them to temper their lofty
ideals with reality.
LIBRA (Sept. 23— Oct. 23): Don't base
judgments on information heard through the
grapevine. Such gossip is notoriously unreliable. Be sure to get all the facts before taking
any action.
SCORPIO(Oct.23— Nov.21): A problem
that creeps up must be addressed immediately
or you risk sending the wrong message. If
handled with firmness it will not become a
recurrent issue.
SAGI11'ARIUS(Nov.22— Dec.21): What
may seem like a wasted opportunity for a dear
friend is actually a learning experience. Give
them the chance tolearn from the mistake.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 — Jan. 19): A
receptive ear and an encouraging word are
just what a friend needs to put an end to his
doubts. Your opinion is more important to
him than you realize.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20 — Feb. 18): Being at
peace with life allows you to share your
contentment with others. Your fulfillment in
life is a beacon of light on a stormy sea.
PISCES (Feb. 19 — March 19): Raising
your voice will not ensure that you will be
heard now,for others can scream louder. All
you need to get your point across are the facts
tempered with humor.

New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS
IChuds
S "Get lost,
10 Kernel holders
14 "Oh yeah
sure,
is A find
16 Responsibility
17 "SO
smile
ge your
it Styx. for one
III Dissolve
20 Pi dinners
Cousin?
23 Crosby s road
partner
24 LL B holder
25 Ardent
28 Plucked
instrument

31 Range
32 Muse of
comedy
34 Tree juice
37 What pods do?
40 Stop
dime
41 Gorge
42 Peel
43 Cabbie 5
income
44 Crust or hand
preceder
42 Grub
47 Shake
49 Continuous
supply of
cornmeal?
55 They're rolled in
Reno

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

56 Peacockish
57 Glen
59 Signs
60 Curl

17

Corrections
The editorial (-The old song, and
dance") in the Monday, Feb. 17 edition
reported the cost of the presidential
search to be $60,000. The actual cost of
the search was approximately $30,000.

il7

15

iUl
21

15
dIUUU
22

UlU
UUU

24

64 Dental picture
25

DOWN
1 Neroli, e g
2 Asleep
3 Greek cheese
4 Eschew a night
out
S Denude
6 Nonpaying _
activity
7 Meander

31
37
40

26

III

16

dUU
23

63 Longhorn

it,

him

Mr

Si Thirsty s wile
62 Flagstaff

27

28

UUi
•ia

33

29

30

UiUU

34

35

36

39

38UUUUUU
42

43

44

41Ui•U

45

46

49

Ull

47
50

51

52

48

IUNU
I.
53

55

56

59

60

61

63

57US
64

— piaisir ,

BM MOM MEIMODUM 9 Only
000E1000 MBOMOU 10 Revive
00B0000 GMBIGOOM 11
a time
MOM 000000
12 Tough
BODO 000 BO= 13
way to the
DOD 0000 COMO Fast
UK
MODOU =MOM 21 Drag
ODD DOUBMOU 000 22 Rani's lather
000000 ODOM
25 Jason s ship
121001110 OCIUM 00111 26
Enter
121000 DUO 00030 27 Krakat
oan
000000 00000 outpouring
MMOODOG 000130010 29 Foundation
ODOM= UM00000 29 King or Bates
0000000 OEM 080
30 Riviera resort
A

5
1
14

No.0108

62UUU

32 Rip
33 Possess
34 Cinch
35 r110 Branco
locale
36 Equal
38 Shrimp
39 Supplement
43 Pan s milieu
44 Practice
45 The Golden
Lotus" setting

46 Pawns
47 Dirty rat
48 Born before
so Chooses
si Stew

54

58

52 Read Close y
53 Vic
54— - mater
SS Poorly lit
58 Nonprofessional

Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-4205656(750 each minute).

* Personal Astrology Consultations
by Teleph

one

Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a profe
ssional astrologer about your personal concerns — love and
compatibility,
work, money, career, relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologer
s are available seven days a week, morni
ng
through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minut
e, which is billed to your telephone. The
first
minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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•UN-Iraqi relations

UN tells Iraq to cooperate with inspecto
By Victoria Graham

Associated Press Writer
UNITED NATIONS(AP) —The
U.N.
Security Council on Tuesday handed
Iraq an
ultimatum: Either start cooperat
ing fully
with U.N. weapons inspectors or face
grave,
though unspecified, consequences.
The 15-member council decided
in
closed consultations to send Rolf
Ekeus,
who heads the special commission
monitoring Iraq's weapons of mass destruct
ion,
to Baghdad at once to demand comp
liance
with U.N. resolutions.
"The council would not want to
think
it's providing an ultimatum, but
it sure
looks like one, doesn't it?" said U.S.
Am-

bassador Thomas R. Pickering, the curr
ent
council president.
Pickering declined to say what the
council would do if Iraq still fails to coop
erate.
"This is one of those issues it is
now not
fruitful to speculate about. No opti
ons are
ruled in. No options are ruled out.
"
Diplomats speculate the council coul
d
tighten the economic sanctions
against
Baghdad and close all loopholes
allowing
supplies into the country.
No one has mentioned military forc
e,but
the council already authorized the
use of
force to drive Iraqi forces from Kuwa
it and
an indirect reference to force is cont
ained in
the resolution setting forth cease-fire
terms.
There also has been speculation abou
t

rs or else

possible "demonstration bombing"of
weapons installations that were not knocked
out
in the war.
Pickering said Ekeus, the commissi
on
head, would "consult at the highest
political level to secure the Iraqi comm
itment
to comply." He said Ekeus told the coun
cil
about "serious, grave, maybe even appa
lling Iraqi disdain for resolutions
of the
council."
Under the terms of the April cease-fire
agreement ending the Gulf War, Iraq
must
fully cooperate with U.N.teams moni
toring
the elimination of its nuclear,chem
ical and
biological arms, and Scud missiles.
Iraq repeatedly has lied and tried to conceal the extent of its nuclear weap
ons pro-

Littlefield/Dostie inaugurated
;t

ft

4••••

1

est and democratic election has resul
ted in
the confirmation of the Littlefield/Dos
tie
ticket as being valid.
"We cannot, however,justify the use
of
the Student Government Office in any
way,
shape or form for the promotion
of any
candidate in the area of campaigning.
...The
use of Meridian Mail is also another
uncertain aspect of this election.
"Both issues will be looked into
by
FEPC and acted upon in the form of
amendments to the FEPC guidelines to
ensure
that this confusion will not take
place in
the future."
Only one member of FEPC,Don Clar
k,
voted not to confirm the Littl
efield/
Dostie's ticket. The official vote
was six
in favor,zero opposed and one abst
ention;

from page 1

Clark abstained.
"My question was, is it ethical
campaigning?" Clark said. "But noth
ing in
the guidelines says that campaign
s have
to be ethical."
Barbara Homer, FEPC chair, said
she
plans to amend 'their guidelines
soon to
specify the legality of using the
Student
Government office and Meridian
Mail for
campaigning purposes.
"The Student Government office shou
ld
be neutral ground, no buttons
should be
worn and no materials in the offic
e should
be used for campaigning," she said.
Littlefield's use of Meridian Mail
was
considered fair campaigning. A
complete
phone list of students' addresses and
phone
numbers is available for use in
Wingate

Hall, according to Homer.
"Since the same information (a phon
e
list) could have been accessed by
the other
candidates, we felt that no unfair adva
ntage
existed," she said.
"If Brent had gone to get the info
rmation like anyone would have had
to, like
going to Wingate and writing dow
n each
number individually, then I would have
no
problem with that," Nadeau said.
"But he
used his office, phone and position
to get a
phone list."
"The material I used was public
information," Littlefield said. "The only
violation would have occurred if I had
coerced
someone into giving me a phone list,
which
I did not do; I didn't coerce anyo
ne into
giving it to me."

grams and other arms projects. It also has
refused to cooperate in the long-term monitoring and destruction of arms.
Pickering confirmed Iraq would send a
high-level delegation, possibly headed by
Tariq Aziz, the deputy prime minister, to
address the Security Council next month
and discuss what must be done to ease or
lift sanctions.
Pickering said that if Ekeus does not
receive assurances from Baghdad,"then we
will be anxious to see this guy."
Iraq contends it is sincerely working
to meet the conditions of the cease-fire,
and demands the lifting of the sanctions,
which are causing great hardships in the
Iraqi population.

Tsongas

from page 1

courage the use of natural gas.
In New Hampshire he said he won the
support ofenvironmental groups because of
his energy platform.
He also said he considered global warming a very serious threat arid added he held
the first hearing about it when he was
a
senator.
Tsongas supports more funding for the
Head Start program for preschool stud
ents
and more grants for college students
.
He said students could pay back the
loans out of the paychecks from their
first
jobs or would not have to pay for
them if
they worked at AIDS hospices.
"I don't want people to be unde
r the
strain I was under when I was
a college
student," he said.

Wash Down the Winter.
%Gfr
re

1

eltWinter Carnival
Residential Life Party
0o

PHRESH
PHISH

all this week at the Doc's.

a

New Phish release
is now in stock.
Dr. Records
20 Main Street Orono 866-78
74

01.1110Pw•

•

•
•
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Opensto the whole campus
h bar with ID
.4004
cent drafts

Saturday, February 22, 19
92
Wells Main Dining Comm
ons
Music by F.F. Sound

FINANCIAL AID FORM
Must be RECEIVED at the
College Scholarship Service
on

•
•

for 1992-93

NO EXCEPTIONS!!
If you're late don't moan
and groan,
You'll still be considered for
Pell and Stafford Loan
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on
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Noise control ordinance
versity of Maine staff were concerned with
the wording of the ordinance. Although stilt
in draft form, many perceive its wording to
be broad, vague and open to interpretation,
which many believe could lead to discrimination.
"It is subject to a lot of interpretation and
a lot of discretion on the part of the officers.
It can be used to oppress and single out
particular groups of people such as students," Shellie Batuski of UMaine Student
Legal Services said.
Brent Littlefield, president of Student
Government, questioned the ambiguous
context of key phrases like "unusual noise"
and "reasonable person."
"I think that's where we're the real protris
lems are going to come in," he said.
"It is so overreaching, it is so broad. I
foresee having officers generally ignore it
except for those Saturday night parties that
students are having that the police officers
are tired of," Batuski said.
"This doesn't say you can't disturb other
people with loud noise or ongoing noise.
This says if you're making any noise that is
not necessarily loud, but unusual, and if it
disturbs anybody, including a police officer—and even if there are no complaints
from any neighbors-then you are violating
the ordinance."
Orono Police Chief Dan Lowe said the
ordinance resembles many laws in Maine
which are "black or white." Police officers
use the wording along with common sense
and discretion to enforce the law, he said.
"If you bilk about singling people out,
you have to have justification to do your
job," he said.

"Unfortunately there's a lot of gray area
involved with laws. When somebody's driving down the road and a police officer feels
that they're under the influence, you don't,
have a flip card that you can flip up and say
'Ati-ha [they're under the influence].' You
have to use common sense,discretion and the
tools that have been taught to you," he said.
On said one reason the ordinance was
created was because some of neighbors are
not willing to sign a report for fear of retribution.
"The intent is not to single out, the intent
is to deal with a variety of issues," she said.
"You're dammed if you do and you're
dammed if you don't to a certain extent.
What we tried to do was come up with
something which we thought was workable," she said.
Another problem with the proposal involves loud university-sponsored events.
Annual occurrences such as football games,
Bumstock,the Maine Day Wake-up Parade
and fireworks would technically violate the
law. On said she would take the problem to
the council for further consideration.
The second ordinance discussed was
"Recovery of Costs for Police Services at
Large Events on Private Property," where
residents could be fined if the police have to
return more than once to "large parties,
gatherings or events" in one night.
According to the current draft of the
ordinance, a "large event" is defined as
"parties or gatherings of five (5) or more
persons who have assembled or are assembling for a special occasion or for a
social activity." Residents are included in
this figure.

NOMINATIONS
are currently being accepted for membership
into the

ALL MAINE WOMEN
HONOR SOCIETY
Nomination forms may be picked up
in the Student Activities Office, Memorial Union.
Forms are due no later than 4:30 PM,
Friday, February 28th, 1992

The All Maine Women
is an honor society
that recognizes achievements in the area
of responsible and competent leadership,
service to the University of Maine,
exemplary character, dignity, Maine spirit
and scholarship.
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from page 1
While the original draft listed a large
event as 25 or more people, On said the
consensus of the Council was that the number needed to be smaller.
"I think five people is an unusually small
number," Diane Dostie, vice president of
Student Government said.
"These aren't two separate ordinances
because the two are definitely linked,"Chris
Smeriglio, president of Off-Campus Board
said. "I think that the recovery of police
costs is definitely linked to the noise ordinance because you are going to be recovering police costs from a noise disturbance.
"This is definitely going to be aimed at
students," she said.
Residents would be charged a "police
services fee" which would include the
salaries of the responding police officers
(at an hourly rate) for the amount of time
spent responding to an event, "appropriate overhead" and other costs depending
upon the situation.
"The issue here is the police department
over recent years has put a tremendous
amount of overtime in responding to these
parties," she said.
The final ordinance,"Rental Unit Occupancy Permit," was met with little resistance.
The proposal would require annual permits for rental units to make sure they meet
health and safety standards.Ifthe uni9efesn't
meet standards or there are more than six
violations in a calendar year, the permit
would be denied
The fee for non-violation residences
would be $5 per unit or $50 for an entire
complex.

•Russian economy

Russia hires
Wall St. firm
By Clinton O'Brien
Associated Press Writer
MOSCOW (AP) — The Russian government Tuesday announced that it has
hired the Wall Street investment bank Goldman Sachs to recruit foreign investors and
defend Russia's interests in negotiating
business deals.
Russian officials refused to reveal the
terms of the contract, which Goldman Sachs won over three rival investment banks,
but said at a news conference that the U.S.
company will be paid partly on a commission basis linked to the profits it brings in.
"We want to create a new image of
Russia for foreign investors," said Leonid
Grigoriev, deputy economics minister in
charge of the Committee on Foreign Investment formed in December by President Boris N. Yeltsin.
Hiring Goldman Sachs shows Russia
wants "to attract serious Western businesses to invest in Russia to speed up the
economic transformation in the country,"
Grigoriev said.
Robert Rubin,a Goldman Sachs senior
partner, said his firm's involvement will
give Western companies "greater comfort
and greater optimism in terms of their
ability to invest successfully in the Russian Federation."
The Russian government increasingly
has sought the advice of Western experts in
reforming its troubled economy.

Absolutely
positively

FREE
Seniors come sign
up for your FREE

membership (and
other stuff) in the
Alumni Association
fice.
onday-Wednesday
February 24-26
2nd floor Memorial
Union 9 AM-2 PM

al%
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WorldNews
•Drug smuggling

• Drug traffickers using wooden boats to skirt US radar
• Jackson leaves Africa before planned tour finished
•Entertainn(lent

Drug dealers using wooden Michael Jackson cuts
shor
boats to avoid US high tech Africa trip amid controve t
rsy
tiy Kevin Noblet

Many people will, however,for a smugBy Didrikke Schanche
a shy person.
glers' wage that officials say averages about
Associated Press Writer
"Under no circumstances would we be
$5,000 per crewman per trip.
SAN JUAN,Puerto Rico(AP)—On the
here
if we thought your country smelled.
Referring to the recent capture of five
NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) — Pop super- You are our roots
drug war's vast Caribbean battlefield, co," Bob Jones told reporters
Colombians and 1,500 pounds of cocaine in star Micha
el Jackson left Africa Wednes- in Abidjan. He wascrow
caine traffickers are turning to low-riding,
ned honorary "King
a boat off Puerto Rico's western coast, Mitch
- day, cutting short a four-nation private tour of the Sanwis" on
wooden-hulled boats to make the long but
a golden throne Saturday
ell remarked: "I wonder how often that that becam
e bogged down in misunderstand- in an Ivory Coast village.
lucrative ride from South America.
happens without us learning about it."
ings
and
had
publicity.
Dubbed "stealth boats" by U.S. Customs
But unrest also marred his visit when
U.S.radar equipment,including AWACS
It was unclear what caused Jackson to police attac
and Drug Enforcement Administration
ked a crowd outside his hotel on
offi- planes and experimental floats, has
enabled leave Tanzania without going on a planned Thurs
cials, the craft are the smugglers' low-c
day. Authorities said anti-government
ost authorities to spot many drug flights
as soon safari and to skip a scheduled trip to Keny
answer to the increased deployment ofsophi
a protesters had infiltrated the crowd.
s- as they leave South American shore
s.
altogether.
ticated and expensive radar by U.S. agencies.
Paramilitary troops in riot gear accomIf authorities move quickly enough, the
Local reports said urgent business forced panied Jacks
"Air traffic is a lot easier to detect," said
on during his outings.
shipments can be intercepted.
him to fly directly to London. Publicists for
William Mitchell,the DEA chiefin San Juan.
From
Ivory
Coast, Jackson and his enThe flights still routinely take place, of- Jackson
in New York and Los Angeles said tourage of nearl
"On the surface, it's almost impossible."
y
40 flew to the east African
ten dropping their cargo into waters where they
were unaware of the change in plans nation of Tanza
He has noted an apparent decrease in the
nia aboard a private plane on
hired help in coastal craft pick it up.
and could provide no details.
use of aircraft, the traditional mode of delivMonday.
"We go through peaks and valleys," said
Whatever the reasons, the 33-year-old
ery, by smugglers making shipments to PuUpon arrival, he was greeted by Foreign
McNenney. "There are months when we singe
r-songwriter cut short a trip that threat- Minis
erto Rico and other islands.
ter Ahmed Hassan Diria and received
may be able to detect planes coming here ened
to become a public relations nightmare flowe
The 450-mile crossing from eastern
rs
from Diria's granddaughters before
every other day...Then it stops."
due apparently to misinterpreted gestures
Colombia or western Venezuela through
climbing into a waiting car, according to the
He said he has noted, however,a trend in and
erroneous reports.
turbulent, shark -filled waters in a small
U.S. Embassy,which had a representative at
the last six months toward the use of stealt
In Ivory Coast, irate newspaper editorih
boat loaded with fuel and drugs must be
the
airport to greet Jackson.
a boats. The term is borrowed from
the U.S. als accused the star of insulting the West
terrifying experience.
Howe
ver, a news report that was widely
military's "stealth" aircraft, which are de- Afric
an nation by frequently touching his used
"You got to be looking at 16,20-foot seas,
in
the
region said wimesses described
signed to evade radar.
nose, suggesting he did not like the counin a 27-foot, wooden-hull low to the water
Jacks
on
as
runni
ng from the plane clutching
Unlike the high-speed coastal craft try's smell
.
(boat) with 1,000 pounds of coke in it,"
his nose and jumping into a waiting car while
said smugglers have used for many
years, the
One of two aides traveling with Jackson
George McNenney, the chief U.S. Cust
hiding his face behind a small handbag.
oms stealth boats are designed for dista
nce
reject
and
ed the suggestion, describing Jackagent for the Caribbean. "I wouldn't do it."
The report described Diria as having to
deception.
son's nose-touching as the nervous twitc
h of run after Jackson to introduce himse
lf.
Associated Press Writer
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Laugh away
those winter blues,
come join us
in the Damn Yankee
for a hilarious
funfilled evening.

Ed "The Machine"Regine
Friday, February 21 9:00 pm
$1 Admission,
cash bar w/ ID
Soda & Munchies

Friday, February 21st
9pm to lam
Open to all- $3 admission
catered by Res-Life

Saturday, February 22
Hauck Auditorium
6:30 and 9:00 pm
500 w/ UMaine student ID
$3.00 all others

Co-Sponsord by R.O.C. with supportfrom

C.F.P.F.C.
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SportsNews
The Campus
Sports Ticker

• Bouchard (19PTS)leads UMaine to 66-54 win
• Black Bears can clinch Hockey East title on the
road
• Marshall sets two UM swim records

•UMaine Men's Basketball

Baker shoots blanks; Black Bears win

UMaine Intramurals

By Chad Finn

Sports Writer
Intramural Basketball is in its final
stages and some teams have risen to
the
top of their respective divisions.
Sweats
is undefeated in Women's"A," while
the
Skyrats have already won the Women's
"B" Championship.
In Men's "A" Independent Division,
the Downtowners defeated the previou
sly unbeaten All Net in the championship
with a buzzer beater. Independent "B"
featured the undefeated Rest Assurers,
whil went all the way to victory.
Phi Kappa Sigma defeated Delta Tau
Delta in an exciting game in front of 300
fans for the Fraternity "A"crown, while
Delta Tau Delta claimed their own championship by defeating Sigma Phi Epsilon
for the Fraternity "Tr bragging rights.
In the Dorm Division,the Knox Mailmen defeated the Somerset Suns.
In Women's Sorority Volleyball. the
ladies of Chi Omega defeated Delta Zeta
for the championship.
Floor Hockey features some undefeated "A"and "B" teams. Double Trouble in the "A" and Blueshirts in the "B"
are still undefeated in the Dormitory and
Independent division.
At the Indoor Track Meet,Phi Kappa
Sigma and the Aces from Oxford Hall
won their respective divisions.
Individual winners were Tony Dicentes in the Shot Put. Dave Kraus in the
High Jump,Tim Peddie in the Long Jump.
Keith Berube in the Hurdles and 60-yard
dash, Jeff Semp in the Mile Run, Steve
Nicki in the 600 and 1,000-yard runs,
Mike Dallaire in the two mile run, Cory
Shepherd in the 300 yard dash and the
Oxford Aces in the Relay.
Finally, the gang from Cheers captured the first-eveT."000F Ball" title.
Upcoming Events due by Friday
Feb. 21:
•Men's and Women's Volleyball
•Singles Racqetball
•Singles & Doubles Bowling

Olympic Medal Table
Nation
Germany
Unified Team
Austria
Norway
Italy
France
United States
Finland
Japan
The Netherlands
Sweden
Canada
Switzerland
China
Luxembourg
Czechoslovakia
New Zealand
South Korea
Spain

(i S
10 9
8 5
5 7
7 6
3 4
3 5
3 3
3.1
1
I
I
1
1 e0
I 0
1 0
0 2
0 2
0 0
0 1
0 I
0 0

B —Tot
6 '—25
—19
6
—19
7
—18
5
—10
3
1
—9
—7
1
3
—7
—5
3
—4
2
—4
3
—3
2
—2
1
—2
0
—2
0
—2
2
—1
0
—1
0
1
—1

Through 3 of 5 medals events Thursday

•

When a star play
er is forced to leave a
game early with an
injury, his teammates
generally do one of
Basketball two things.
They can pack it
in, accept the fact that defeat is imminent
and hope their stud player is ready for the
next game.
Or,the other regulars can lift their individual play to another level, hustle a little
more than usual, and hope a role player or
two comes through big in the clutch.
Fortunately for University of Maine
Coach Rudy Keeling, his troops chose to do
the latter in Wednesday's 66-54 victory
over the Hartford Hawks.
When leading scorer Derrick Hodge left
the game for good with a sprained anklejust
seven minutes into the contest, it looked as
though the Black Bears may be in for a long
night against Hartford and their all-everything center, Vin Baker.
But UMaine forward Francois Bouchard
pumped in 19 points, and reserve center Ed
Jonescame offthe bench to net a career-high
I 1 in leading the Black Bears to their first- The Black Bears and Marty Higgins return to action Saturday at 7:30 p.m. versus
the University of Wisconsin/Milwaukee.(Boyd photo.
ever victory on the Hawks' home court.
)
Jones was instrumental in holding Bak- 47-39 Black Bear lead.
Black Bear helm. It is also the most wins for
er, a five-time North Atlantic Conference
Bouchard poured in 13 of his 19 points in a UMaine squad since the
'83-84 season(17).
Player of the Week to just 19 points, eight the second half, while
Jones tallied nine of
•The
Black
Bears'
next
game is Saturday
below his league-leading average.
his 11 in the second stanza.
at 7:30 p.m. at Alfond when they take on a
The 6'II" Baker shot a meager 7-28
A leaning drive by Baker cut the UMaine 17-6 University of Wiscon
sin-Milwaukee
from the field, including an atrocious 1-11 lead to 55-50 with
2:07 left, but the Black squad. The two teams met earlier this
seafrom three-point range as a combination of Bears outsco
red Hartford 11-4 down the son, with 1.1WM defeating the Black
Bears
Jones and three other Black Bear big men stretch to put it
out of reach.
by an 87-73 count Dec.9 in Milwaukee.
constantly harassed the Hartford star.
UMaine improves to 14-12 on the seaStandouts for the Panthers include forUMaine took an eight point lead six son, and now have
second place in the NAC wards Joe Schultz (13.9 ppg, 3.8 rpg)
and
minutes into the contest, but 11 first-half all to themselves with
a 7-4 mark. Hartford Craig Greene (16.2 ppg, 5.4 rpg). In the
points from Baker guided the Hawks to 28- drops to 5-17 overall,
including 2-8 in con- previous meeting, Schultz led all scorers
24 halftime lead.
ference play.
with 29 points, while Greene added 20.
Ten points from Bouchard keyed the
Points in the Paint
Fritz Marseille led UMaine with 17.
Bears on a 23-9 run to open the second half
•The win gives Keeling his most wins
Hodge is questionable for Saturday. He
and turn a 30-24 Hartford advantage into a (14) at IJMaine in his
four seasons at the was scheduled to see a doctor Thursday.
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•UMaine Hockey

UMaine guns for second Hockey East tide
By Tim Hopley
Sports Editor
The University of
Maine hockey team,
needing a combination of three points
(two points for a
UMaine win, one for
a tie and two for a
Providence loss and one for a PC tie)in their
last four games to clinch the Hockey East
regular season title, travel to Northeastern
and New Hampshire with the possibility of
returning home as regular season champions for the second time in eight years.
But first things first, starting with Friday
night's return match-up with the Huntington Hounds.
Northeastern handed the Black Bears
one of their three losses on the season, a 4Sec HOCKEY BEARS on page 18

BLACK BEAR

Sniper Jean-Yves Roy leads the Black Bears on a revenge missio
n against
Northeastern Friday night. UMaine plays UNH Saturday.(Boyd photo.
)
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Hockey Bears set to clinch HE title
from page 1-

Rookie Andy Silverman has two
goals and ten assists for UM this
season. He is
an integral part of the Black
Bears' defense.(Boyd photo.)

3 decision earlier this season at Matthews Umile's club back
in early December.
Arena in a sluggishly played affair which
UNH, who plays Boston University
Frihas come to typify UMaine-NU clashes.
day before entertaining UMaine,boasts
more
The Black Bears fell behind early in that 50 point scorers than
the Black Bears as
contest, only to roar back and nearly tie the seniors Joe
Flanagan (24-30-54) and Dogame in the waning seconds, but a goal was menic Amo
deo (22-31-53) lead the charg
e
disallowed because the net was ruled off its followed talen
by
ted classmates Savo Mitromagnets.
vic(11-36-47) and Scott Morrow
(23-2)Kent Salfi,Jean-Yves Roy and Jim Mont- 44).
gomery tallied markers in the contest for
The 1990-91 HE Rookie of the Year
Jeff
UMaine, while high scoring Jay Schiavo Levy patro
ls the nets for the Wildcats. Levy
notched the game-winner for Coach Ben is 15-11
-1 on the season with a respectabl
e
Smith's squad.
3.53 gaa.
Schiavo (14 goals-24 assist-38 points).
For the Black Bears, Montgomery is
the
Sebastien LaPlante (15-23-38) and Rob top UMai
ne scorer with 52 points (18-34)
Kenny(17-13-30)are the sharpshooters for whil
e Roy (27-21-48), Scott Pellerin (25the Huskies, 13-17 overall, 4-13 HE.
22-47)and Brian Downey (16-29-45)
have
First-year goalie Todd Reynolds (5-8, each
been steady throughout the season.
4.37 goals against)and senior Tom Cole(8Garth Snow will be in net for the Blac
k
9, 5.00 gaa.) have split the duties between
Bears and is a rock-solid 21-3-1 on
the
the pipes with Reynolds earning the recen
t season with a 2.39 gaa.
win and an earlier 4-3 loss at Alfond Arena.
The Black Bears lead the all-t
ime
Black Bear Coach Shawn Walsh has UMai
ne-UNH series 24-12 and have won
decided to shake things up a little for this,the
the last nine contests. They are also 8-1
in
42nd meeting between the two teams though.
their last nine at Snively.
In the loss, Walsh's fourth line consisted
Shots from the Points
of Salfi, Dave LaCouture and Wayne Con•Thanks to Ed Bogle from WMEB,
it
Ian.This time NU will have to look up to that
was brought to my attention that Pelle
rin
line which now boasts a pair of big Steves,
will be the second UMaine player to
reach
6'4"Tepper and 6'2" Widmeyer to go alon
g 100 goals and assist. Gary Conn scor
ed 107
with the 6'3" LaCouture.
goals and added 114 assist between
1977"It's nice to get a second chance at(North81 for the Black Bears. The first two
seaeastern)," Walsh said."Our players are
anx- sons, however, came when UMai
ne was a
ious because we can accomplish two thing
s 'Div. II entry.
on this trip, clinch the Hockey East
regular
•Top Black Bears versus the Huskies
season and make up for the earli
er loss. Roy(10 gp, 10-7-17), Mont
gomery(10 gp,
We'll be better prepared this time for sure.
" 5-12-17), Downey(9 gp, 3-8-11)and
Snow
The following night will be a sharp
con- (3 gp, 1-1 3.38).
trast from the slow down, bump-and
-grind
*Top Black Bears versus the 'Cats
style of the Huskies.The high-flying,
sharp- Pellerin (11 gp, 9-8-17), Mart
in Robitaille
shooting, quick skating New Hamp
shire (I 1 gp, 3-12-15), Montgome
ry (8 gp, 4-7Wildcats (17-11-1 overall, 10-6-1 HE)
will 11) and Snow (2 gp, 1-0 2.69).
play host to UMaine on the bigger,
faster ice
•UMaine lines for the weekend:
surface of Lively Snively Arena.
1. Downey-Montgomery-Tardif
The Black Bears have downed the
'Cats
2. Pellerin-Fenton-Ingraham
twice this season at Alfond, a 9-0
white3. Salfi-Robitaille-Roy
washing and 6-2 defeat of Coac
h Dick
4. Widmeyer-LaCouture-Tepper

•Hockey Poll
You're young,so don't adjust take
over. UMaine to
ps
Albany Times Hockey Poll
learn (1st Pl.)
Record

Can't Get Enough?
If you just can't get enough
UMaine hockey, then check out.
..

WOMEN'S

Ice Hockey
"We don't puck around."

1. UMaine (14)
2. Minnesota (11)
3. Michigan
4. Wisconsin
5. Boston University
6. Lake Superior
7. St. Lawrence
8. Michigan St.
8. Harvard
10. Providence

25-3-1
25-7-0
22-6-3
17-9-2
21-5-3
18-7-3
17-6-2
15-7-7
10-3-5
20-9-1

239
227
187
162
153
140
075
058
058
034

They're Here!

'92 GT's

v. Boston University
Sunday, February 23rd at 3:40
pm
at Alfond Arena
Last Home Game!
-Free Admission-

Pts

Winter Store Hours:
Tues.-Fri. 12-4 • Sat. 9-4
Closed Sunday & Monday

36A Main St. Orono
866-3525

irr.4
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•UMaine Men's Swi
mming

and Diving

Black Bears place fifth; Marshall sets

New England Champion
ships
At Bowdoin College
2/12-

14

200 Yard Freestyle Relay
1. UConn
1:24.19*
(Coady, Funk, Wallace, Mulla
ney)
2. Northeastern
1:24.65
3. Boston College
1:25.48
UMaine - 7tht(1:26.80)
500 Yard Freestyle
I. Holt, Prow
4:32.46*
2. 7.akrzewski, UConn
4:34.58
3. Kraaijvngr, BC
4:34.70
UMaine -Ralph Sawyer 26th
(4:52.65)
200 Yard Individual Medley
1. Peluso, UMass
1:52.97*
2. Milbert. UMass
1:54.86
3. Jahlnowski, BC
1:55.11
UMaine -Rog 8th (1:57.33)
56 Yard
1. Coady, UConn
:20.88
2. Carrico, N'Eastem
:21.01
3. Mullaney, UConn
:21.05
UMaine -Stone llth (:21.81)
400 Yard Medley Relay
1. UConn
3:28.15*
(Trudell, Zkrzwski, Govoni, Coady)
2. Boston College
3:28.70
3. UMass
3:29.23
UMaine - 8th (3:34.06)
200 Yard Medley Relay
1. UConn
1:34.4.5*
(Mullaney, Zkrzwski, Govoni, Coady)
2. Boston College
1:35.24
3: UMass
1:35.34
UMaine - 4th (1:35.89) School Rec.
400 Yard Individual Medley
I. Holt, Prov
4:06.53

1

two UM marks

The University of Maine swim team finished
with 318 points and a fifth place finish
in the New England Championships
held at Bowdoin College Feb. 12-14.
The UMass Minutemen garnered the first place
spot with 641.5 points followed by
UConn with 608.5.
The Black Bears are now off until Feb. 28-Mar.
1 when both the men's and women's
squads compete in the North Atlantic Conference
Championships at the University of
Delaware.
In the NEC's, Derek Marshall set a new UMai
ne record in the 100 yard backstroke,
placing third overall with a time of 52.43 Marsh
.
all went on to capture first place in the
200 backstroke in 1:52.24, setting anoth
er UMaine record for that event.
He also established new New England meet
and New England open records.
The 200 medley relay team also put their name
s in the UMaine record books. The
team of Todd Springer, Brett Astor, Marshall
and Bill Stone erased the old mark by
swimming the distance in 1:35.89, good for
a fourth place finish.
Senior diver Rick Keene also had an outstandin
g meet,earning the Hugh McCurdy
Award as the highest scoring senior over his career
. Keene won both the one and three
meter diving events, while teammate Tom Hines
placed second and third respectively.
Keene is the only diver on the one meter board
to qualify for the NCAA pre-quals
championship format in the NE Championships.
Lastly, third year diving coach Lance Graham
was selected as the 1991-92 New
England Diving Coach of the Year. He has won
that award two of his three years at
UMaine.
2. Parent, Springfield
4:09.76
3. Giordano, BC
4:10.27
UMaine -Sawyer 15th (4:18.26)
100 Yard Butterfly
1. Peluso,(Mass
:50.66
2. Jordan, SCSU
:51.42
3. Nubar, UMass
:51.48
(UMaine -Springer 30th (:55.13)
200 Yard Freestyle
I. Farrell, SCSU
1:4L69
2. Krajvngr, BC
1:42.37
3. Morris, UMass
1:42.55
UMaine -Campbell 25th (1:47.30)
100 Yard Breastroke

1. Chouinard, UMass
:58.06
2. Zakrzewski, UConn
:58.06
3. Milbert, UMass
:58.28
UMaine -Astor 13th (1:00.73)
100 Yard Backstroke
I. Jablonowski, BC
:51.90
2. Jordan, SCSU
:52.16
3. MARSHALL,UM
:52.43
800 Yard Freestyle Relay
I. UConn
6:50.99*
(Mullaney, Zkrwski, Dyer, Zkrwski)
2. UMass
6:50.99
3. URI
6:51.36
UMaine - 9th (7:07.64)

1650 Yard Freestyle
I. Zkrwski, UConn
15:42.15
2. Krajvngr, BC
16:06.10
3. Reed, IlMass
16:14.26
200 Yard Backstroke
I. MARSHALL,UM
1:52.24*
2. Trudell, UConn
1:54.30
3. ROG,UM
1:55.00
100 Yard Freestyle
1. Mullaney, UConn
:45.65
2. Cummings, IIVM
:46.28
3. Carrico, N'Eastern
:46.50
UMaine -Campbell 21st (:48.34)
200 Yard Butterfly
I. Parent, Springfield
1:53.75
2. Ryan, BC
1:53.76
3. Nubar, UMass
1:54.23
200 Yard Backstroke
I. Jablnwski, BC
2:06.73
2. Chouinard, UMass
2:06.87
3. McPhee, SCSU
2:08.05
UMaine -Astor 21st (2:16.69)
400 Yard Freestlye Relay
1. Worm
3:04.89
(Coady, Funk, Wallace, Mullaney)
2. Northeastern
3:06.46
3. Boston College
3:07.74
UMaine - 8th (3:10.81)
One Meter Diving
I. KEENE,UM
469.70
(514.65 in Trials set the Pool Record)
2. HINES, UM
444.90
3 Newhouse, UConn
Three Meter Diving
I. KEENE,UM
482.05
2. Webster, UConn
3. HINES, UM
447.10
'Denotes new NEC record

•

Hypnotist-fui9dastrology-getadear,solid head.
When the moon Ms your eye,like big pizza pie- Resposlem1..1edo
A strong mind is a better mind. Deep relaxation
oiçh seeksbhouseorapartment
that's anxxe,and *tars what rm baking for, baby sitforihe 1992-1993
techniques. Forget drugs! Student rates. tr10014
orlonger.References

Like bolians? I want to be your big rogu. rm looking available. tr10019

SWM seeks SVVF 18-22 engineering student At for someone cool to hang with. Come on, take a
great earning potential seeks someone to hcrve chance. e10031

Writing,editing,typing service. Professional writer with
research, evaluation and analytical skills, making you
candlelight dinners and walks on the beach. Not SWF
19i
, slim and attradive engineering look good. Prompt and responsible
interested in one night stands or weekend flings.
Also resumes
major looking for a man who will treat me
professionally written and strategically prepared with
17r 1 0021
I enjoy smoking butts, Tieing wasted, good sex & target letters. v10012
gging in front alihe TV.Intended? e10016
DWM madlscientist back in college seeks assistant/
SM 24 fun loving, careful minded, often too nice dude
co-oonspirator. Wicked nice bunnies! 11.10022
Photographer looking for attractive models, no looking to go wild with
right enough natural girl. Make
SWM 23 years old,6 ft. WI, hill of fun, bokirxj for experience necessary. Senior portraits, portfolio no promises, I want to press your buttons. Let's
play
a full figured SVVF or DWF wfio is drug-free, who work, etc. Compensated for your time with free scrabble. v10018
photos
.
Tr100
20
likes dancing, movies, hiking, and intimate times
SF 20 slim, attractive with good curves, emotionally
Must be 18-25 and hcrve a great sense of humor SM 24 eccentr
ic, somewhat solipsist fluent in French, stable non-smoker with shiny personality,
Looks not important 1710023
energetic,
birruaulsinAurrilist.Seeking likewisecorn maiden.The financially independen
t and into bean/ metal. Looking
(2) SVVM's, 21 & 21 looking for female that will similarity ends in the beginning. Exact your destirry.
for partner vvho is quiet, but socially active and flexible.
if10025
()wept any challenge and be open to a unique 10017
relationship. Must be flexible to our needs and a fun- SWM 21,
athletic, adventurous and attroctrve, seeks Pofessional Tarot Readings. Find
out about the future!
loving partner. If you love Cancun,skinny-dipping at similar SVVF
for weekend get-aways, romantic lave, sex & career readings. Spell castin
midnight and Margarita's for breakfast, give us a eveningsand qualit
g also done.
y hme.Spontaneity and a lovefor Student lutes Tr 10028
ring if 10027
the "finer things" essential. Tr 10024
SM 21,looking forthegirl that's just rightfor me.I'm into
Looking for chard-headed woman-dig? Life is SM 20 slim, trim
art major looking for good 'ol drinking beer, partying w/friends & trying
to stay out of
fleeting-dig? Interested in or. ••. .ig? rm Chnshan girl. Prefer
intelligent, dainty, healthy girl trouble Interesten12 Tr 10029
not. Are you fun-loving and un
talk around 54". Tr10026
about the weather and stuff. e10032
SVVF 19, intelligent, shy &fun-loving. Seeks short, cute
&
ri_xnantic guy with a good sense of humor. No
SWM 19, eccentric, coring, and sensitive; seeks
mamm
a's-bays, please. Tr 10030
D=div
orced
S=
single
B=black
SVVRA/C8(w/cuiebum) IntoStarTrek NG,romance,
W=wh
ite
F=fem
ale
M=ma
le
and U2. e10033

1-900-988-5035 (call costs $1.99/minute

_
Responding to a Person 2 Person ad
Just call I A0-988-5035 train any touch-tone phone where you receive a bill and enter the 5-digit ifnumber of the ad that interests
pr.If your phone is set to pulse instead of tone, you'll need to setrtto tone after accessing the system. You may then leave a response,
enter another ffnumber, or browse through other messages ((ails cost 51.99/min.)

Placing your free Person 2 Person ad
You an pkxe your ad by calling 58 1 1273 or by stopping by our offices in lord Hall. All Person
2 Person ads are free and kept confidential.
When you place your ad you'll be given a yoke mailbox +number and a toll free number
to call to receive your messages. After you
receive your box number you'll need to record a greeting for people lecning message
s for you

Rules & Deadlines

Mane Campus Person 2 Person ads ore for people seeking a means of saeening calls while retaining anonymity. Person 2 Person ads are ideal for singles seeking relations
hips, apartme
other things. No hi names, street addresses or phone numbers will be included in ads. The Move Campus will refuse ods that seek to buy a sell sexual services. Ads containi nt/house dwellers seeking roommates, or employers seeking oppkont5 fora job,
ng explicit sexual oranatornicol language will not be accepted. We reserve
od.A1Pe
rson2Person ods rnustbe picked by 5:00pm2working days prate the dote otpubkation end remain in ettectfo
the right to
edit orrefuse ony
r? weeks. Ads ore limited to140cholocters.

0
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portsShorts
Sports Transactions
Baseball
American League
New York Yankees—Acquired Charlie
Hayes, third baseman, from the Philadelphia Phi!lies to complete the Jan. 8 trade
involving Darrin Chapin. Designated Alan
Mills,. pitcher, for assignment.
National Lague
Colorado Rockies—Agreed to terms with
Jamie Arendt,outfielder, on a minor league
contract.
Houston Astros—Agreed to terms with
Steve Finley, outfielder, on a one-year contract.
New York Mets—Agreed to terms with
Joe Vitko, pitcher; Brook Fordyce,catcher;
Chris DonneIs, infielder; and Pat Howell,
outfielder, on one-year contracts.
Basketball
National Basketball Association
Charlotte Hornets—Traded Rex Chapman, guard, to the Washington Bullets for
Tom Hammonds, forward.
Hockey
National Hockey League
Hartford Whalers—Recalled Terry
Yake, center; Mark Greig, right wing, and
Michel Picard, left wing, from Springfield
of the American Hockey League.
New Jersey Devils—Recalled Bill
Guerin, left wing, from Utica of the American Hockey League. Sent Chad Erickson,
goalie, to Utica.
Pittsburgh Penguins—Traded Paul Cof-

fey, defenseman, to the Los Angeles Kings
forJeffChychrun,defenseman.Traded Mark
Recchi, right wing, to the Philadelphia Flyers,for Rick Tocchet,right wing; Kjell Samuelsson, defenseman; Ken Wregget, goaltender, and a draft choice to be named later.
Philadelphia flyers—Acquired Brian Benning,defenseman,and a 1992 first-round draft
choice from the Los Angeles Kings as part of
the trade that sent Tocchet,SamueIsson,Wregget, and a draft choice to the Penguins.

Virginia drops Carolina
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (AP) —
Bryant Stith scored 30 points and freshmen
Cory Alexander had a season-high 24 as
Virginia outmuscled No. 4 North Carolina
for an 86-73 upset victory Wednesday night.
Virginia(12-10overall,5-6 in the Atlantic Coast Conference)limited North Carolina's leading scorer, Hubert Davis, to nine
points — less than half his average — and
outrebounded the Tar Heels 38-32.
North Carolina (18-4, 8-3) was held to
45 percent shooting and fell two
games behind ACC leader Duke with five
conference games remaining.

Sierra awarded $5 million
NEW YORK(AP)— Ruben Sierra now
holds the record for the highest salary awarded in arbitration, and it's a record that will
stand until next year.
A day after David Cone upped the arbitra-

tion top from $3.35 million to $4.25 million,
Sierra increased it to $5 million, the largest
single-season contract in baseball history.
Arbitrator William Rentfro chose the
Texas outfielder's figure instead of the $3.8
million submitted by the Rangers.
"Arbitration is what arbitration is," Rangers president Tom Schieffer said. "It's kind
of a sophisticated form of coin flipping."
Sierra becomes the third-highest paid
player in 1992 behind New York Mets outfielder Bobby Bonilla ($6.1 million) and
New York Yankees outfielder Danny Tartabull ($5.3 million).
"We think the arbitrator's ruling was fair
in light of the recent contracts awarded to
playess like Bobby Bonilla, Danny Tartabull and Barry Bonds," said Rick Shapiro.
a lawyer who prepared the arbitration case
for Sierra's side.
Meanwhile, Houston outfielder Steve
Finley agreed at $1.12 million, triple his
$300,000 salary last season.
Texasfirst baseman Rafael Palmeiro went
before arbitrator Gil Vernon on Wednesday,
seeking $3.85 million instead ofthe Rangers'
$2.35 million offer. And Cincinnati pitcher
Greg Swindell went before arbitrator Reginald Alleyne asking for $3,675,000.The Reds
are offering $2,5 million.
Owners lead players 10-7 in cases decided by arbitrators, with three cases remaining. Wednesday's decision made Rentfro 40 in favor of players.
Now Texas must try to negotiate a multiyear deal. Sierra had been asking for $27.5

Maine Campusclassifieds
jobs

lost

EARN EXTRA MONEY in spare time
and also help in the continuing effort
to promote campus safety. We'll show
you how to make big $ selling Personal
Safety Devices. Write to: Personal Safety Devices,Inc. 1409 Altamont Avenue
Schenectady, NY 12303

LOST: A book called Fundamentals of
Classical Thermodynamics,3rd edition.
Authors are Gordon jay VanWylen &
Richard E Sonntag. Call ext. 1 740 info.
Booth in Memorial Union.

lost
LOST:A pair of gold tone,round frame
glasses at Neville Hall. Call 581=7316.
I am blind without them.
LOST: One Pentax Lens Cover in the
Union Wed. afternoon. If found please
call Joe at 581-3059.
LOST: Small gold bracelet on 2/13
possibly near Little and East Annex—
Sentimental value—Reward Call 8274194
LOST: A red key ring with 3 keys on it
saying "Friends don't let friends drive
drunk." Lost near Memorial Union.
Call Nat at 947-3947.
LOST: 2 SAAB car keys & 1 house key
with Guatemalan beaded doll key
chain. Anywherefrom Union to library.
Please call 866-7572.
LOST: A Medical Alert Bracelet info.
saying, wearing contact lenses, diabetes, insulin dependent. Contact the
info, booth in Memorial Union at 5811740.

LOST: Texas Inst. calculator in the library on Mon. 2/10 Call 866-7568

found
FOUND: The Maine Campus is still in
possession of contacts found near the
Memorial Gym on 1/23 at noon. Drop
by the office in the basement of Lord
Hall to reclaim them.
FOUND: A pair of brown gloves. Very
small/cloth and leather. Call 581-8049
ask for Alex.

travel
Heading for Europe this summer?Jet
there anytimefor $160 with AIRHITCH.
(Reported in Let's Go! & NY Times.)
CARIBBEAN--$189 roundtrip air to
somewhere sunny & warm. Hitch a
ride. AIRHITCH, 212-864-2000

services
Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. experience,
replace zippers, hemming, etc, Will
pick up + deliver. Call Jeanne 8275115.
ANXIOUS? UNINTENDED PREGNANCY! Free pregnancy test. 866-5579.

million over five years.
"Our goal has always been to sign him to
long-term contract," Grieve said. "I don't
know exactly where we go from here, but if
there's a way to get it done during the
season, that's fine by us."
Chuck Berry,one ofSierra's agents,said
he wasn't optimistic.
"I think it will be his last year," Berry
said when asked if Sierra would remain with
the Rangers.
As the contract season nearedlits end,
players began showing up early for spring
training. The first voluntary workouts are
set for Friday.

US plays underdog role
MERIBEL, France(AP)— The United
States better stay out of the penalty box to
have any reasonable hope of staying in the
Olympic hockey tournament.
The hard-hitting Americans have been
hurt by power-play goals already, and now
they must face the Unified Team, which
leads the competition with 13 of them.
"We have taken some pvialties that were
not very wise," U.S. coach Dave Peterson
said. "You have to play disciplined. We
can't take penalties" against the former Soviet Union.
Friday's matchup is a replay of a 1980
Lake Placid classic. The teams main their
next-to-last game then, too. And the United
States, a big underdog, shocked the Soviets
4-3 and won the gofd medal two days later

Stop by the basement ofLord Hall
for your classified ad.

apartments

personals

Country-Living TownhouseApts NEW
2 bdrm 1 1 /2 bath, on site Indry. Heat,
water,sewer.9 milesfrom UM.Bradley
Sec. Dep 1 yr Ise. $575/mo 866-7789.
Roommate Wanted to share house
w/male.Utilities included w/$300 rent.
Call 941-6405.

Cookie: Hope you have a great 21st
birthday!! —Bina, CLW & Dawn

TALMAR WOOD, Orono Tired of repairs not being completed promptly?
Try Talmar Wood!! Our maintenance
staff responds in 24 HOURS. Now accepting applicationsfor immediate and
future openings. Rents begin at $365,
utilities included. 30 day lease. We are
walking distance to UM, on the bus
route, close to shopping, with a laundry facility on site. Can't beat it!! Call
866-4300 to apply. EHO
ORONO,WASHBURN PLACE. $660/
mo. Luxury 2 BR Townhome w/ basement.AVAILABLE NOW.W/D Hookup.
Incl. Heat, water4sewer. No Pets. Sec.
Dep. 1 yr. lease.0Q..r. to campus. Call
945-6955 or 945-5260.
BANGOR PINEWOOD.$550/mo.Luxury 2 BR Townhome. 1 1/2 baths.
Washer/dryer. Storage. Heat, water,
sewer Incl. Sec. Dep. No Pets. 1 yr.
lease. Call 945-6955 or 945-5260

misc.
Orono Thrift Shop from Main St. 2nd
rt. off Pine. Wed 11-4 Sat 11-2.

Hey Slats! Happy 21st! I still can't
believe you broke my bed. —Adams
Wayde--It wasn't so bad, now was it?
Happy birthday and anniversary. just
wait until tomorrow night. Love—Donda
Attention TBS, KKPsi, MC Staff and
Stewart Commonsemployees— Don't
forget the Wayde Marshall Party, Feb.
22. Ask Wayde for details.
Paideia: Only six more days and we're
out of here. I can't wait!! —DMM
Tarot Card Readers, Astrologers,
Palm Readers, Clowns, etc. Call 5811735 for more info.
A quest for acoustic excellence Open
Mike Night 3/18. Call T.U.8. 1-1735
for more info(Cash prizes)

for sale
Laptop Computer—Packard-Bell
LT286 with math co-processor 1.4
meg floppy,20 meg hard drive. Asking
$900 or best offer. Call Christian at
581-3042.
'84 Nissan 4WD pick-up. High miles,
runs great, 35mpg. Must go $1000
o.b.o. Call 827-6276.
BEER! Perlick beer cooler—Holds 3
kegs complete with taps and pressure
system $250 or best offer Call 9419531 and leave message.

